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CATCHING SMOKE
PRONUNCIATION: /ˈkaCHiNG/ - /smōk/
FORMS: Slang, southern saying(s), see giving smoke
ETYMOLOGY: See Duffey, Lagrange, Georgia, Troup County
EXAMPLES: 1. You’re gonna catch this smoke.
2. Let me catch a smoke.
Definitions for CATCHING SMOKE

a. As warning
As a child, I sat around bonfires with my family, choking on the smoke and warming
from proximity to the flames. I would scoot my chair back, place my palm against my face and
be surprised at the heat that radiated against my cheeks and raised the hair on my arms and legs,
like a fever that could never break. It amazed me then that the adults were never fazed by the
heat, not even rearranging themselves when smoke blew their way, just continued laughs and
beer sips, watered eyes and roasting skin. One night, I caught fire. A cousin was not watching
her roasting stick, and the flaming marshmallow waved above my hand just long enough for me
to see my skin inside of the flame, but not long enough to feel the red hot burn or the smell of
singed skin and hair. My father had put it out so quickly it was like it never happened. I was safe
with barely a first degree burn. I could learn to take the heat.

b. As criticism
If I think hard enough, I can hear my father’s voice saying: Sissy, stop giving me smoke.
He will say this to me over and over, the meaning being that I should’ve stopped fussing over his
drinking. He would say it on the leather brown couch of the last house we lived together, with a
cigarette in hand. He would say it in the car, after I received my driving permit, and he not so
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kindly asked if we could stop at the liquor store. It would be said over many phone calls, rehab
after rehab, distance growing between us.
The southern saying of giving smoke means to stop being critical or complaining. Sissy,
which he had called me all my life, was a nickname that I still hear after he is gone. But it’s that
tumbling of words together that I hear just as often now as I heard then: Sissy. Sissy, stop giving
me smoke. Stop giving me grief.

c. As trouble
The smoke started in Lagrange, Georgia, otherwise known as “Trap County”. In 2021,
the city’s crime rate index marked the city safer than only 2% of other US cities. The national
violent crime median is 4, while Lagrange creeps on the scale at 5.7. In my city, the most
common offense is property crime at 56.03%, which gives Lagrange residents a 1 in 18 chance
of falling victim to it. That’s forty-seven crimes per square mile.
It’s not the same place my grandmother left her front door unlocked for twenty years or
rolled down the street on her bicycle, sixteen and rollers in her hair, to her boyfriend’s house on
the same street. Now, it’s a place where the local high schools go on lockdown for gang activity.
No students at Callaway can wear red or black bandanas, even though they’re school colors,
because of possible gang affiliation. A place where people are shot on the way to the local movie
theater, a place where a neighbor is a cop who beats his wife, where a local bar owner gets
arrested for sexual assault.
On neighborhood scouting sites, dark blue marks a map as “most dangerous” in the
downtown center of the city. On the outskirts of this map is Hogansville, where my grandparents'
home once was, with a 90% higher crime rate than the national average. “Trap County” glued the
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two cities together, fifteen minutes to one another. In Lagrange, money only goes to three things:
new business, football teams that breed college athletes, and cops.
“Put that cigarette out, young man. Didn’t I say that before?” the policeman said in a
stern voice.
I saw the look in Everett’s blue eyes, the same as my father had, as they lit up in
defiance.
No, I whispered to Everett from the car, although there was no way he could have heard
me. His mouth formed an o. Inhale, exhale. He blew the smoke right into the man’s face. Everett
was thrown against the hood of the car and cuffs were placed around his wrists. I still remember
the way his body sounded as it slammed against the hood, with so much force that I shrieked
from the car. This was only the first time he’d been arrested, before he learned to make his
cigarettes out of toilet paper for the wrappers in prison.

d. As a weapon
The most common use of the phrase catching smoke is the threat of using a gun against
someone. When my brother and Zay were arrested at seventeen and tried as adults, they were
charged with armed robbery. In the state of Georgia, even BB guns count as a weapon, even if it
is unused in the backseat of a car.

e. As sight
I am only able to see the smoke, never what is behind it. It is a gray area for us all,
between being forgiving and unforgiving of the past. I have been away for too long, there and
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not there. I choke on its scent when I come around. I am distant, other. I forget that it clings to
everything that I am.
It is only after the smoke lifts that I can begin to understand that this is not just my story.
It is my family’s story: past, present, and future. What matters most is what is left here, now: an
interconnectedness between us all that can never fade but has the potential to be made better.
Generational pain, trauma, loss, and addiction have molded my family into what they are.

f. As confusion
Never in my entire life had I smelled cigarette smoke like I did in my father’s apartment
after his death. It seeped into everything. My skin, my heart, my lungs, my eyes, filling my
nostrils with the scent. Smoke. Never tangible. Never there for long. Just long enough to feel, to
remember.

g. As disappearance
If I don’t hang on tight, to the way my family was and is, it’s as if I’m afraid we will
disappear and disintegrate into gray tendrils, never to be seen again. Forgotten.

h. As loss
Because of COVID, my father was cremated. I booked a trip to release a small amount of
his ashes, looking for closure since there couldn’t be a funeral. I released him into the ocean,
standing on a pier, where our feet had walked together many times in Panama City, Florida. A
seagull cawed overhead. I poured him out of the plastic bag where the sun was hitting the water.
It didn’t feel right. I wanted him to be in a happy place. Not the dark water that had dragged him
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down for so many years into his depression. But the ashes slung back through the wind, onto my
face and in my hair, my mouth and into my clothes. It was not poetic but somehow, still
beautiful. I told myself that this was because maybe he did not want to leave me after all. The
seagull stayed close by. I tried not to cry, watching the sun’s reflection disappear from the water.

i. As understanding
Smoke stains. It yellows the teeth, ceilings, and walls. It smells, fills the lungs and
nostrils, and has the capacity to destroy the body, inside and out. To me, it is never shapeless. It
takes many forms that I cling to desperately, like black and white photographs in leather bound
albums. As I flip through the pages, the scent wafts from within it, and the whispers from named
faces and faceless names say: Now, let me tell you a story.
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Snow Globe
Santa was very generous on the last Christmas my parents were together. It was a slow
morning as mom told us to “wait, wait,” because she needed to double-check Santa’s work. We
never understood it, only waited impatiently with our hands around the doorknob, the sound of
our little breaths and fighting twitchy fingers eager to rip open the wrapping paper. Ears to the
door, we heard mom’s feet creak down the hallway and as the steps got closer, we grinned at
each other until our faces hurt. When she yelled “go!”, the race began, and the hallway was a
sock slip and slide.
I saw Daddy first, holding the video camera, only his mustache smile and squinted eye
visible behind the black machine. I glanced at the gifts under the tree but had important business
to attend to first, unlike my brother, who was in a wrapping paper frenzy. I needed to confirm
that Santa was here. The cookies were gone and the milk cup empty, only crumbs left behind.
The stockings were stuffed in a row on the mantle with our names monogrammed in gold letters:
Megan, Everett, Mommy, Daddy. I inspected that the carrots for the reindeers’ hard work were
gone, too and the plate empty. I felt bad that the elves didn’t get a treat, but my parents assured
me that we did not have to feed everyone at the North Pole. After, I wandered over to the
stockings to peek as mom said, “Meg, Meg, go look under the tree.”
Pajamas were the only presents we were allowed to unwrap on Christmas Eve before
The Grinch and Hot Coco, when mommy played with my hair until I looked like Cindy Lou
Who. The color of the wrapping paper and pajamas were always color coordinated but Everett
and I had different wrapping papers every year. There were Polly Pockets, Everett’s Star Wars
action figures and toy piano, a doll house, and what I was most excited for: Barbie roller skates.
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They were pink with glitter purple wheels. Santa had believed me in my letter when I’d told him
I was big enough to have them.
The video camera showed bangs in my face, and Everett and Mom as they sat beside
each other, tearing gifts open. Her mouth fell open saying woahs and wows to encourage us.
They pushed buttons on Everett’s toy piano together that would make loud noises that everyone
talked over. Dad called me Sissy and Mom called me Meggie Hope and both called Everett
Bubba. “Wow, whatcha got there, Sissy?” and I held up a toy. Mama said “Brian” but made it
sound like “Brine, Brine, Brine '' when she wanted him to point the camera in a certain direction.
“Whaaat Donna?” he said, drawing it out, like everything was a joke.
Later, when we were outside and the Barbie skates were attached to my feet, my father
still sounded like everything was funny. “Hold on, Sissy.” I scrambled to keep my balance, still
in my pjs, and hung tight onto his hand. Within a few short minutes, I decided I should not have
asked Santa for skates and that I indeed was not a big kid. Mama was right when she argued with
Daddy about that one, and I bet she argued with Santa about it, too.
All I remember next is that I am on the bed, as I attempted to remove the roller skates
from my feet without help. I could at least be a big girl and do that, right? We were in Everett’s
room with the dark blue paint and Spiderman bedspread. He scowled in judgment or jealousy or
both. I began to slowly fall off the bed, skates still on, onto my knees. That’s when it started to
burn.
Carpet burn? No, hotter. More of a sting, a throb. When I lifted my knee, red pooled out
of a cut the size of my fingernail. It was deep, scary, and I was instantly worried about the
possibility of getting stitches. Everett wanted to tell our parents. I don’t remember if I agreed or
not.
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I never remembered why the carpet cut me until I was an adult. It was a shard of glass on
the floor from breaking our parents’ wedding picture the week before. We played a game by
propping the mattress against the wall and used it as a slide, which caused the picture to fall off
the wall and shatter. Instead of telling anyone, I hid it in the closet and swore Everett to secrecy.
What would Santa have thought if he knew we’d broken something? It didn’t seem to matter
then as the blood soaked into my Christmas pjs, both dry and wet against my knee.
Dad was in a black suit and sporting his mustache and unshaved head, Mom in her pearl
adorned white wedding dress with puff sleeves. Her hair was half up, and she wore pearls around
her neck, passed down to every new bride in the family. She was beaming and radiant, my father
smirked. When I saw pictures like this, I wondered if they were genuinely happy. I wondered if
they knew what they were getting into, if they could have imagined that years later they would
have a daughter and a son, and the daughter would break this picture. I wondered if they knew
they would all break each other over and over again.
That Christmas is a snow globe. I can shake up the memory as many times as I want to,
remember how perfect it felt before it settled, and the music stopped playing. It wasn’t just that it
was their last holiday together. It was that house, the one they built together before we were
born, where their first babies were an Old English Sheep dog named Barnie and an Irish Setter
named Lennon. It wasn’t just that it was the last Christmas we would have in the house with the
green walls, almost as green as Daddy’s garden outside.
It was that the ticking of Mama’s favorite clock made from nails in the kitchen stopped.
It was that I never saw her Christmas village on the mantle again, the one with the windmill I
poured Coca-Cola into and ruined. It was that Daddy never pulled out his video camera again
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and there would be no more videos of that house, beyond this Christmas. The lights and
Christmas tree were put away and with it, my parents' wedding picture.
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Smoke and Mirrors
When I was six, I believed that I was a witch. Mama told me. We were in the living room
of my grandparents’ house, and it was evening, the sun was going down and crickets were loud
outside the door. Papa wasn’t home from work yet, but Gran was sitting in her chair, watching
Snapped! and listening to what mama was saying. My mother was standing on her tiptoes on the
fireplace, reaching upwards to the mantle above where a candle was lit as my brother and I sat
across on the living room couch, the glass coffee table between us.
“See, only witches can do this,” she said. Her palm spread over the flame, moving slow,
right and left, then in a circle. The light flickered and danced, reaching for her like a friend.
“When you’re both old enough, we’ll start your magical training,” she told us. With her
supervision, the fire made our skin hot as we spread our palms out and over the candle jars. We
looked at our grandmother in disbelief, but she nodded in a sort of confirmation, and we believed
it to be true.
I imagined broomsticks flying through the sky and jumping off the roof, like on the
movie Practical Magic. On one occasion, our mother let us do a spell, even though we weren’t
thirteen yet. We wrote the letters of the alphabet with an ink pen, then cut them into individual
pieces of paper that were placed face down into a bowl of water. Overnight, only two letters
were to bleed onto the other side and reveal your true love. Magically, the letters of both of our
crushes appeared.
***
My mother smelled like bleach and alcohol as I hugged her, arms cold with sweat from
cleaning that day. The Hogansville Elementary school bus dropped my brother and I off and she
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stood on the porch. I was ten years old but had learned when to tell if mommy was having a bad
day from her fake-smile.
“We have to go get a haircut today,” she told us.
I noticed our dark wooden floor in the dining room was now white, as if it had been
bleached. The sunlight from the large dining room window made it seem even whiter. Mommy
couldn’t drive. I was young but I knew she was not acting herself. Now, both Everett and I
protested for different reasons; him because no seven-year-old would want to and me because
there was an unwelcome knot forming itself in my stomach. Something is wrong, something is
wrong, something is wrong.
“I don’t want to get a haircut,” I told her.
My mother ignored our pleas and because I was ten, my mind had already jumped to
another subject: who got to ride shotgun. The knot disappeared by the time I successfully
crammed myself into the front seat.
We pulled away from the house with bleach stained floors and empty wine bottles.
***
Aunt Debbie’s house was the place I first heard of spirits and premonitions. Aunt Deb
and Melissa (who we all called Nay-Nay but spelled Nana) were my Gran’s older sisters. They
sat around the glass circular table and chain-smoked while Everett and I, sometimes my cousin
Sydney (nicknamed Ba-ba) played in the pool or in the living room, usually with a new addition
to their family of cats. It was an old house with pink carpet and wood panel walls that made the
grandfather clock echo through the house, and it always smelled of cat piss. With the soap opera
Days of Our Lives playing in the background and with the tap, tap of the hands of women
dumping ashes into the same white tray in the center of the table from the kitchen, it felt like
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home. I just didn’t know until much later that some of their whispers were also about pills they
exchanged or the ways the men in their lives broke their hearts and souls.
I saw a shadow in the graveyard that chased me, and I haven’t been back since, Nana
said. She was a thin woman who loved to marry military men. She drove with her windows
down and listened to rap music, always had sunglasses resting on the top of her head, hair
wisped back. When someone said something she didn’t like, she would say mmm and purse her
lips, and wrinkled dimples would form on both sides of her mouth. When she died, it was an
overdose in her sleep. She was a lively woman, despite always looking so tired in the eyes and
face.
Maw-maw visited me in my sleep after she passed. Scared me to death, Aunt Deb said.
She had a nervous laugh that she added to the end of all of her sentences and was a wider set
woman compared to Nana, but the same dimples on both sides of her cheeks were fuller and
more visible. Her and David, her husband, hosted Christmas parties with big spreads of food
every year and were usually the meeting spot for all family gatherings if Gran couldn’t host. As
she got older, she developed dementia. Her husband doesn’t let anyone visit her.
Even your daddy’s mama had premonitions, my mother said, your daddy went to boy
scout camp and got injured by a metal pole through his foot–she knew in the middle of the night
and turned to your grandpa and said–”Claude, something is wrong.”
A flick of cigarette into the bowl before she started another story. My mother has so
many from her college days, like strip poker getting her kicked out of Presbyterian College or
how when she was hungover, Papa would make her favorite meal of steak and potatoes and she
would eat it to cover up the lie he already knew. Her other stories were about marrying my
father, how she chose her own ring and used to do nice things for her. Beaufort, South Carolina
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with her Maw-Maw and the yellow house where she grew up, which was five minutes from the
home Papa and Gran built for themselves, contained her favorite tales.
Meggie Hope, when you were born, it was a passing of souls from Dot. When Evvie was
born, it was right after Papa Joe passed, too. That’s why you’re such an old soul.
There was talk of Mayhayley Lancaster, a woman from Coweta County that was an
oracle and psychic for two of the most famous murder cases in Georgia. She had a glass eye that
would stare back in the black and white photographs of her, long and draping dark colored
gowns and hats. It is said that if someone goes into her home or tries to harm her grave, that she
presents herself as a warning. And you all are related to her, mother says, how about that? I still
wonder what could happen if I ventured to Lancaster’s resting place or home, if I could feel that
magical family heritage that the women in my family so strongly take pride in.
***
A Honda SUV flipping eight times sounds a lot like garbage shaken around at the bottom
of a metal trash can. Everett and I argued about the front seat while on our way to the local
haircut place named Kitty’s. Trees blurred passed us and the sun was annoyingly bright,
gleaming against the dirty windshield. Hogansville was a small place, the roads ordinary and
without change except for the occasional roadkill and hungry buzzards.
“I’m older than you, so why don’t you just—“
Mom scared us both when she yelled for us to stop, not because of her voice, but because
the car had made a hasty jerk to the right that caused us to yelp. That knot in my stomach came
back with a nauseating intensity, and it wasn’t the peanut butter and jelly sandwich she’d made
me that morning either.
“Everett, put on your seatbelt.”
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***
My mother believed she was possessed after watching The Exorcism of Emily Rose. Her
seizures did make her seem possessed, body arching in every direction and banging against the
wooden floor. The scratches were long and red on her body like something wanted out. When a
seizure came on, she became violent and sometimes tried to scare us–or her brain did anyway.
Like in the movie, she would repeat: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 in quick rhythm and the numbers were louder
each time. I tried to help her by making sure she didn’t hurt her tongue and she, or the demon, bit
my fingers instead.
My brother on the phone recently said, “Do you remember what else happened that
night?”
When I say no, he says, “Really? She tried to choke herself with a cord around her neck.”
It flooded back all at once, the way she leaned her head over my bed, pulling the cord
with her, and the family yelled at her to stop. Her face turned red and blotchy, and her nails dug
into everyone’s skin as we tried to release the gray cord.
I remember the bedroom, the queen bed with the cherry wood we all slept in at that time
because her and daddy were separated. Her matching vanity was in front of the bed, my white
shelf full of toys, and on the floor, a puddle of dried paint from her failed attempt at painting the
walls. They were purple now instead, but the paint never came up. It was supposed to make us
feel more at home.
I also remember the color green. It was the rug, I think. There was a flower lamp. The rug
was moved, and my right foot stood on the glob of dried white paint in front of my closet with
the broken door. The paint stuck to the soles of my feet as I watched her try to fight to breath and
not to breathe.
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***
“Megan! Everett!”
The voice did not come from beside me; it was outside of the car. Mommy didn’t wear
her seatbelt, why had I not told her to put hers on too? It was so crushed that I couldn’t see where
she was or where her voice was coming from. My pain paled for a moment as I heard how
choked up and gargled her voice was. The sound of gravel moving told me she was trying to
drag herself to the car.
“We’re okay!” I yelled out to her. She didn’t answer me. Everett called out for her too,
while I tried to take even breaths to ease the fiery sensation breaking across my hand. The more I
looked at it, the more it hurt. The blood made it impossible to tell how deep the cuts were, but I
saw tiny pieces of glass embedded in my skin. It stained the seat, the dashboard, the seatbelt.
Spare change was everywhere from my mother’s messy upkeep of the car. The smell of pennies,
blood, and copper filled my nostrils.
The rustle of the grass made me turn my head. An older man was there, with a grocery
bag that he wrapped around my arm. It only intensified the burning that became difficult to
ignore. Sirens approached.
His frail hands pulled at his thin hairs as he disappeared from my view and went towards
my mother, promising her help was on the way. His voice sounded like he was talking
to a woman who was dying or was already dead, and she moaned and cried out for us.
My blood formed a puddle in part of the bag, and I watched it drip, drip, drip.
***
My mother is obsessed with believing there is something crawling on her skin or inside
of it. She picks at her flesh until red holes form and sometimes become infected. In some cases,
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she collects pieces of dirt from the floor and examines what she finds under a magnifying glass.
When the bug man comes, she stores what she finds in containers to show to him. Her phone
camera gallery is full of close ups of mystery dots on paper towels. To her, bugs are everywhere,
and they are after her.
The sores for a long time made me believe that my mother and grandmother were on
drugs. One of my first visits to Lagrange after Everett’s arrest, I met them in a hotel parking lot
instead of our home. I could not go inside the hotel, and I was not allowed to hug them. At the
Cracker Barrel, patrons stared at the band aids on their arms, legs, and face, the way their clothes
clung to their shrinking frames. When my mother proclaimed that the spare salt on the table were
insect eggs, pressing it all between her fingers, I did not know what to say.
She keeps all her belongings in plastic bags and containers. No food sits out on the
counter and must be stored in the refrigerator. One day, she ripped open my suitcase with a knife
and told me to look at what was inside.
I see nothing.
***
She was not my mother. It had been three months since she’d arrived at Atlanta Medical
with extensive injuries. Broken ribs, pelvis, a neck injury, and an aneurysm on the brain stem
that ruptured during the accident. Her reliance on pills and alcohol was an attempt at soothing the
terrible migraines that plagued her, since doctors had told her that her scans were normal. They
were also the cause of the seizures. It was not until Dr. King was handling the brain bleed that he
realized the presence of the aneurysm that had been hidden on the scans for several years.
Her pretty brown hair, the same as mine, that I would twirl until I fell asleep, was shaved
off. She was pale skinned, underweight, with bandages. The tubes down her throat made it
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difficult for her to speak. The doctors said she’d have a feeding tube for the rest of her life and
permanent brain damage, hearing loss in her left ear, and blindness in her left eye. Only time
would tell the extent of these problems. Papa made her do crossword puzzles every day to
strengthen her mind again. Whispered words were separated by shallow breaths.
The visit was short because she was too weak for us to stay very long. As she hugged us
goodbye, she struggled to speak. It was not a word, just a whimper. Tears rolled down her face,
still decorated with yellow bruises. She could not say anything.
I was dragged out of that hospital kicking and screaming and in tears.
***
During Christmas of 2018, my mother sat with me at a bar. Everett was still not home,
and it was our third Christmas without him. She accidentally knocked over her drink and I
scolded her, like she was the one that was the child. My voice dripped with condemnation over
nothing but spilled alcohol and ice. I saw the look of embarrassment on her face, the way she
drooped her head to avoid eyes or to help the weakness in her spine and neck. My heart broke. It
shattered when she said, “I wish when you looked at me, you saw me.”
Four years later, my brother told me, “When I got home, her health slapped me right
across the face. I didn’t know it was that bad.”
My mother is magical, both the smiling and young woman in her wedding pictures with
the expensive dress with pearls and in our baby photos, her small arms holding us like big
weights. In her younger years, she loved to be seen in button ups and khakis with loafers as a
social worker or in her black bikini with the rhinestones at the beach, puffing on a cigarette and
wearing a new anklet on her tan skin. My favorite photo of her is when she is wearing what she
calls her “Pretty Woman” dress, brown with white polka dots. In one picture, she clutches her
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college diploma in her hands, her long brown 80s curls are pressed against her cheek in the wind
on the football field that day at Lagrange College, and her eyes were squinted from the sunlight.
Her form is curved now. She is unable to maintain eye contact and her words are
inaudible, depending on how much her mouth becomes rested against her chest. Most food is a
choking hazard, but she still somehow manages to eat packs of Chessman cookies because her
sweet tooth never disappeared. When she walks, her balance takes her sideways and most
movements cause her to sweat or become out of breath. Most days, she talks about the Lord. On
other days, she talks about how she is a burden and how no one can understand the pain she is
in.
Some nights, I hear her singing after more than ten years of not being able to use her
voice. In her sleep, her vocal cords are no longer paralyzed and the octave in which she sings is
higher, louder and livelier than her voice was even before the accident. This version of my
mother is so far removed from the one that I know that it makes me anxious at first, and I think it
is the television from the living room. She is happy as she sings O Holy Night, as if when her
breaths rise and fall, she is dreaming of playing piano at church on Sunday mornings again.
***
Shadows of truth exist. The accident was the first time I felt alarm bells inside my body, a
premonition. When my brother was in trouble in prison, I called my mother in the middle of the
night and asked if she’d heard from him–how do you do that? she’d say. When my Papa died, I
awoke to a bright and full moon outside that shined through the blinds, a special goodbye
between us both. The day my father died, the earth was still and warm and light as a feather
before I knew it, before the letterboard had fallen and scrambled on the floor could relay the
message that he was gone.
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I live in a house now that dates back to the 1830s, an old seafoam two-story antebellum
home with a gold plaque that marks it as an historical landmark of Georgia. Before I knew that it
was haunted, I kept the lights on at night and paid attention to the way the curtains swayed.
There was a woman one day, I saw her white gloved hand above my living room couch, and she
did not move until I looked into her face. It made me think about the women in my family and
Mayhayley’s glass eye, of my own mother saying, I wish when you looked at me, you saw me.
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Low Lives
For my brother.
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BY BENJAMIN EVERETT DUFFEY
“UNTITLED”
You just be laying around all day…
just sippin’, sippin’,sippin’.
That’s why you be trippin’, trippin’, trippin’,
cuz you can’t stop sippin’, sippin’, sippin’.
That’s why alcohol be drippin’, drippin’, drippin’.
Can’t make no livin’, livin’, livin’,
cuz you keep laying there sippin’, sippin’, sippin’.
How am I supposed to learn to be a man
without trippin’, trippin, trippin’,
and keep on hittin’, hittin’, hittin’,
make no livin’, livin’, livin’,
and keep sippin’, sippin’, sippin’,
drippin’, drippin’ drippin’?
Waitin’ on the day when you stand up
and be a man for once
start thinking instead of
sippin’, drinking, drippin’.
Stop sippin’, sippin’, sippin’.
Stop hittin’, hittin’, hittin’.
And maybe I’ll stop
trippin’, trippin’, trippin’.
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2000
I hid underneath the kitchen table, legs sticky and stuck against the white linoleum floor.
This is where I hid when mommy and daddy fought. I was safe here as I twirled a Christian
medallion through my small fingers, curious about the engravings on the medallion, its small
words I couldn’t read quite yet. St. Christopher, it would say. The patron saint of travel,
depicting a man with a gold silhouette with a child on his shoulders and sometimes, a staff in the
other hand. No matter how much I squinted my eyes or held it close to my face, the small words
were too much for me.
My parents stood in the entrance way between our kitchen and living room. The walls
were a mint color, made dull from the kitchen light above the table. Jabbing fingers. Shoving.
Yelling. I would peek upwards at them occasionally, sometimes catch them pointing in my
direction saying Megan or our daughter or my daughter or just her. Words that were not directed
towards me were bitch, cunt, motherfucker. Then, I’d go back to playing with the golden little
toy in my hand. My palms were sweaty and smelled of metal. I wondered if Granny was woken
up by all the noise in her back room.
This was the moment that flashed through my eyes when I got the phone call from mom
about my brother Everett. Now, I know that the reason it did was because it was the last moment
I would feel alone, because every memory I had afterwards included the both of us as a team. An
older sister with a child on her shoulders, always with a child named Everett on her shoulders.
If I had known what that medallion had symbolized, would I have moved my feet? My
younger self would do a lot of traveling then, running barefoot across red Georgia dirt every
summer, through muddy lake water, stopping at the scent of honeysuckle just to smell it. Taste it.
My baby brother’s smaller and clumsier footsteps would follow behind me, telling me to stop,
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slow down. Slow down. Then, those footsteps would walk behind bars. I would be left alone
again, a little fucking girl hiding underneath a table with no clue where to go or what to do. Slow
down. Slow down.
2005
There’s an image from my christening as a baby. I am in a white dress, not identifiable
except for hazel eyes and huge dimples on both cheeks. My father holds me, and everyone is
smiling. My mother is young and beautiful with the same dimples and hazel eyes. My dad’s face
looks red even without the flush from alcohol, and my grandparents are in the picture too, taken
in front of the presbyterian church. Gran and Papa are the only loving, lasting relationship I’ve
known. As a child I looked at the picture with a mixture of love and confusion. Now, only one
word comes to mind: menagerie. White is for people that are pure. Church is for the saints.
Mrs. D was the Hogansville Elementary school counselor, a pale blonde woman whose
office was filled with games like Candyland and books about divorce. The one she repeatedly
read to us had green dinosaurs in place of the family. Her office always smelled nice, like
flowers, and was dimly lit, the only source of light a lamp in the corner that casted over the
bookshelf. The wooden table in the middle is where we all sat, the air conditioner making it cold
and pleasing to my sweaty palms.
“Does your daddy hurt your mommy?”
Daddy let me help him plant flowers in the front yard every weekend, cupping his hands
over mine and showing me how to pat the dirt. Daddy liked to make mommy cry. Daddy loved
butterfly kisses and blinked his lashes against my face at night because they fluttered like a
butterfly. Daddy dragged mommy through the yard, down the dirt road when she was pregnant
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or lifted her off the ground by her neck against the kitchen entranceway, making her mouth make
strange noises. He always smelled of sweat, cigarettes, and Budlight.
Even with my little heart beating a thousand times a minute, I knew the rehearsed answer
to this question: no. I would cast my eyes at Everett, three years younger than me, and see his
blue eyes squint in concentration at the board game in front of him. He always wanted to know
as soon as we arrived at her office if we could play Candyland, our mutual favorite. His dirty
blonde hair had not yet darkened. Bright blue eyes with abnormally long lashes peeked at Mrs. D
as he continued to avoid her question. The counselor frowned, showing her dimples in each
cheek.
I wanted to pinch him.
Our parents would take us to a different counselor eventually to cope with their divorce
and we would play Candyland there too.
2017
“Your brother is in jail for two counts of armed robbery and assault.”
A bad egg: an “Americanism” coined in the mid 1800’s. Definition: a person who is bad,
dishonest, unreliable, a good-for-nothing. Example on dictionary.com: a bad egg who had served
years in prison. Irony: my brother has always been deemed the “bad egg”. More irony: my
brother was going to prison.
The question of when he cracked: what cracks me.
We have always been opposites. I wear scars on the outside and Everett on the inside. A
cut on my right knee from breaking our parents’ wedding picture as kids. Scars from a car
accident on my right hand that Everett spotted first. Self-harm cuts from senior year of high
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school on my left wrist that he saw drip blood down my arm and onto our grandparent’s green
bathroom floor.
For Everett, scars were mostly given, not made. From the time he was old enough to
walk, he lived and breathed football. By high school, he was a linebacker for Callaway High,
skidding players into the ground to relieve stress. Most people used a punching bag, but not
Everett, because our dad was using him as his own punching bag at home, as he drank himself
into a stupor. “Get me a beer” from dad eventually turned into “get a job” from my brother.
My dad threw the first punch. I wasn’t there to defend my brother. Not to sneak my dad’s
wallet away as he snored away on the brown leather couch so we could have dinner that night,
the night before that, and the night before that. Not to take the blame for things that were neither
of our faults, like his drunken fall from a ladder hanging Christmas lights or his unemployment
or his second divorce. My Brother alone, with his best friend Alex watching wide-eyed and
paralyzed, defended himself as I was away for my freshman year of college. Everett was almost
strangled when I was sleeping in my dorm on a weekday. He won as his best friend Alex told
him to stop but he kept punching anyway, breaking my father’s jaw, socking him in his eyes,
causing teeth to fall out. Cops appeared in our Cedar Ridge subdivision as I continued to sleep
soundly, as photos were taken of one of the only wounds I’d ever seen my brother physically
have: handprints around his neck.
2008
There’s a Spanish saying that goes, “Si en San Cristóbal confías, de accidente no
morirás". If you trust Saint Christopher, you won’t die in an accident. At ten years old, I did not
know this. All I knew was to hold on for dear life. Quick.
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I kept my eyes open, one hand gripping the dash in front of me, while the other held tight
to the one nearest the window. First breath, first roll, the windshield cracked. The sky became the
ground. Second breath. The ground became the sky. Third breath. The windshield shattered.
Fourth breath. The sun blinded my eyes. Fifth breath. How long has it been? Sixth breath. My
knuckles were white. Seventh breath. Please let everyone be okay. Eighth breath. Please, let this
be over.
Like an instinct a mother has for her child, I told Everett “put on your seatbelt” just a
minute before. Oviparous offspring, like birds, are formed outside the womb. I have never been a
biological mother, but when ours was severely injured on this day, in this nightmare that made
up more than a six-month portion of our lives, that’s what I became, as instant as the eight rolls
of our SUV.
There was a fragment of a moment then that made me shut my eyes, my hearing fading
away and then back in. Sirens. Fade. Birds. Fade. Everett’s voice: not fading. He said my name
over and over, making my eyes blink open again. Since this is more of his story than mine, it’s
important to tell what I remember of him.
A seven-year-old dangling from a seatbelt. No blood on him but racing underneath his
skin and towards his head. There were no tears but shaky words that told me, “You’re bleeding.”
Worry was in voice, but for his age, he was very calm despite the circumstances. An EMT cut
him out of his seatbelt with a special pair of scissors after unhinging the bent car door of the left
passenger’s side. I could tell he feared the amount of blood in the car, covering my body, the
sirens. Everett grew pale because our mother’s ambulance had already left by the time we were
rescued from the destroyed vehicle, me on a stretcher and Everett attached tightly to an EMT’s
arm.
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We looked on the empty road for our mother’s body and it was not there. She would not
be with us for a long time as she recovered from spinal, hip, and pelvis injuries as well as brain
damage, deafness in one ear, blindness in one eye.
The road we now looked at was the long driveway of my father and stepmother’s country
house. “Out in the boondocks” as people of Knott road called it, and it became our home for
years. Within this time is when my brother and I began to grow closer and understand each other,
protecting each other from our redheaded bitch of a stepmother. She made Everett feel like less
of a boy for being afraid of sleeping alone or for missing his mommy. It was this time that I
consoled his tears in the middle of the night, tried to answer the question “Is mommy dead?”,
told him no ghosts were in the house, took the blame when something in the house was broken.
When high school came around, I cheered him up with breakfast runs on bad days, gave him girl
advice, blasted rap music he enjoyed, and I didn’t.
But there was no way to take the blame for him now. I couldn’t lessen his charges. I
couldn’t keep him from pain or protect him from bad people. He had fallen from my shoulders,
like the child who sat on St. Christopher’s, and I had no way of catching him.
“Megan, your brother was beaten by two inmates last night.” Not shock this time. Hot
tears from a horrible, shitty week. Screaming in my parked car and head leaning against the
steering wheel cover. Two inmates had attacked him in the middle of the night when he was
trying to find the bathroom and he couldn’t hear out of his ear, and it would take days for the
nurses to see him. Two days, he’d only been there for two days.
I was furious that anyone would touch my brother. I was picturing a little blond boy in
my pink Barbie jeep, playing Marco Polo in the pool, and how he learned to walk by gripping
our dog Barney’s fur. Christmas mornings, Halloween nights, and even the bad times we hit
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outside in the dark when our parents yelling was too much. We watched light pour through the
windows as we crouched in wet grass, sometimes on cold nights where we could see our breath,
and his little fingers gripped my arm. I remembered all these things as I screamed and cried and
hit the windows, the steering wheel, my thighs hard enough for them to sting. Helpless. What I
could not picture was my baby brother holding a gun to someone’s head, who was terrified of
them. The same boy who took me to the movies after my first breakup and shared chips and
queso with me and covered his face during The Conjuring movie.
A note he had written me was tucked away in my wooden jewelry box since the summer
after my freshman year of college: Megan, I know you’re just looking out for me but I’m okay
and just wanted you to know that I love you…
But he wasn’t okay. He was in jail, awaiting a prison sentence spanning anywhere from
ten years to life. He’d be twenty-seven by then and I’d be thirty. He wouldn’t graduate high
school this year or go to his senior prom. I wouldn’t have the chance to help him make dinner
reservations and put on his corsage when he couldn’t do it himself. There would be no going to
the State Championship and scoring one more touchdown doing what he loved, a game I
suddenly didn’t despise. I’d never hear or see him peek his head in my bedroom door, saying
“Megan” in his gruff voice, so old sounding for a seventeen-year-old boy who’d already been
through too much.
And by the way you’re still ugly. -Your Brother (the one and only).
The last part had made me laugh before, but now even that made me cry. Another one
just said: I love you Big Sis -Everett. Both written on ugly ripped sheets of paper with messy
handwriting that were now hung on the wall beside my bed for me to look at every day. It was an
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attempt to cheer myself up that failed. It only made him seem further away, like he was out of
my reach forever. Dead but among the living.
I wasn’t disappointed but scared and in need of hearing his voice. To tell him that I was
sorry, that I was the bad sibling, not him. I was the one that left, that should’ve tried harder to
make a difference in his life. My excuse had never been to run away but to go to college and
provide for the family once I’d graduated. There needed to be some sort of role model for him
since my dad was a chronic alcoholic, only in a rehab because he beat the fuck out of my brother
and was required under the Family Violence Act to get sober. Not because he loved and wanted
to for his kids, more because it gave him an out for not paying child support just a little longer.
I wanted to tell him so many things that if I did it in person would come out in blubbery
tears and scrambled words. He wouldn’t even speak to me, according to my mother, because he
was too ashamed and disappointed in himself to face me. He had broken down and cried over the
phone. But I can say all these things here, for him to read later. So here you go, Ev:
I am sorry I abandoned you. I am sorry that no one understood the damaged parts of you.
They won’t no matter how hard they try. I’m sorry I didn’t believe in you and was a part of the
crowd of people who made you feel like you were a bad person and unworthy of being loved or
saved. I’m sorry that your friends have always looked at you with pity or shock or both. I am
sorry that I didn’t tell you things about myself that are horrible to make you feel less alone, like I
smoke and drink too and kiss total strangers to make myself feel better, how every random road
trip I take is not for fun, but to release that subdued reckless, rebellious side that every member
of our family possesses. I know that feeling, Everett, that huge weight on your chest being lifted
and replaced with a tingling lightness over your whole body. Every breath is filled with relief
and excitement all at once. Our family is addicted to getting high. On violence, alcohol, drugs,
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sex, on everything that’s bad for us. That’s why we like it. That’s why I date bad boys who hurt
me and why you feel like Kelsey, and you won’t work out, because your worlds are too divided.
Normalcy makes us uncomfortable because our normalcy is chaos and complication. Women are
punching bags who let their men come back. Men are the ones with the boxing gloves who throw
with the power of broken promises, even make their son’s face a target. Children grow up too
fast, parents sell drugs to make ends meet. We know the difference between Xanax, Vicodin, and
Oxycontin. The scary monster doesn’t hide under the bed and goes by the name of DFCS. We
like pain, destroying ourselves and everything around us. We are hurricanes of emotion that
leave high and dry when there’s not enough madness. We want a family, happiness, and stability,
but daddy had all those things and still left us. We find companionship in the fuck ups of the
world because we believe we’re alike. I am sorry for what made you crack. I am sorry that you
understand these things and I must tell you on paper you may not be allowed to have, but this
will reach you somehow. Just understand that I understand you, I do not blame you for being in
the wrong place at the wrong time with your best friend because he’s your fuckup and he knows
these things too. Your one and only big sister fuckup loves you. I am sorry that you fell from my
shoulders. And by the way, you’re still ugly.
There’s a slogan in basic font across the Jail ATM app, used to send inmates money that
says: Living without them is hard, showing them you care isn’t. There’s a picture of a woman
and her child in front of a computer, a stock image that makes me uncomfortable. Only four
options can be clicked on the right-hand side: Send Money Now, Email Inmate, Video Call, and
Gift Packs. It all looks like a slide created by someone inexperienced with PowerPoint, with the
same ugly generic orange background for the slogan.
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All these things cost money. I have to pay to communicate with my brother and put
money on an account for him to call or email. He also needs money to buy socks and underwear
not provided for him, and snacks that are allowed to be shopped for in the same small store—
twice a week.
Seeing him “in person” is no better. The Troup County Jail is not like in the movies that
portrays a glass window in between the inmate and family member or friend. Now, both parties
are in separate rooms in front of computer screens. Like a FaceTime. It reminds me of when
astronauts in movies talk to their loved ones from space on a computer. Technically, space starts
sixty-two miles high from ground level. My Brother is farther than this, like a rocket, that
launches around 36,000 miles per hour away from me.
I can’t hug my Brother through a computer screen. There’s no way to see if he’s lost
weight, to see injuries lower than the face, to comfort him if his hands are shaking, to notice
broken knuckles from fighting. These are more things I worry about and cannot change. Alone.
There’s guilt in the pit of my stomach for feeling alone when he’s the one behind bars. I
should be the one that’s ashamed of myself for being selfish enough to even think about it, but
that’s the way I feel. I am left alone without my only brother. It’s up to me to take care of my
mother and grandmother with no help from my other family members, including my uncle who
forgets he’s from the same cut we all are. We have never been a family of diamonds. My father
forgets this too.
October 18th, 2017
It hit the papers today, just wanted to let you know. Late Wednesday evening, this was
the text I received from an old friend in high school. It had been a slow day as far as news about
my brother went, the calm before the storm. Apparently, this was not the case for Troup County.
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People had already been talking and would soon be blowing up my phone with questions. My
stomach dropped, and my heart beat fast as I searched for the article. Tears blurred my vision as I
read the headline: TEEN ARRESTED FOR ARMED ROBBERY. Front page news.
Beside it was his mugshot picture. Just his. It didn’t even remotely resemble him, his eyes
looked towards the camera with his head tilted slightly upwards, a tough grimace on his face and
hair slightly stuck to his forehead. Zay was not mentioned. Unless I wanted to pay ten dollars
just to read a news article about my own brother, all I could read was this: LaGrange Police have
arrested a young man on serious felony charges after he admittedly robbed a local man at
gunpoint. Late Saturday night about 11:45 p.m., officers with the LaGrange Police Department
were at the Waffle House on New Franklin Road when they spotted an Armed Robbery…
What Troup County Daily News forgot to include was that the armed robbery was against
two drug dealers, not innocent civilians. Two people of Everett's age, one a man and the other
the man’s girlfriend. The cop was off duty and somehow knew, keeping tabs on both my brother
and Zay, labeling them on appearance alone. The weapon was a BB gun that was never used.
The cop “doing his job” scared both of them so much that their nervous words dug them deeper
into the messed up legal system of Georgia than they would ever dream of. No one would
believe that my brother got involved in all of this by mere chance, that both seventeen-year-old
boys I’d grown up with were two people who made a naïve mistake. Did I believe they were
totally innocent? No, they’d surpassed that a long time ago when they were smoking cigarettes at
thirteen and secretly taking the car in the middle of the night. But they were not criminals with
two charges of armed robbery and assault when the weapon was not used, and no one harmed. It
was a drama starring four kids from Callaway High School instead, except in which only the
drug dealers got to walk free.
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My Twitter consisted of #FreeZay, but no #FreeEverett. No you’ll get through this, or
I’m praying for you, or I love you’s. My Uncle Paul posted on his Facebook wall, “Chin up,
homie. Busted ya cherry, huh…you’re official now. Jk much love…miss you.” My brother’s
sentencing was a joke, one that people forgot about as soon as they heard it. But I didn’t forget. I
posted to make sure that no one forgot that there were two seventeen-year-old boys who needed
to be out of the hell house jail of Troup County. In case the lifted camo trucks in our high school
parking lot and daddy’s money and football coaches who taught him since his freshman year
how to crash into another person--forgot how to count to two.
It seemed more real, permanent now. Whatever slivers of decency the town believed my
brother to have left were now gone, replaced with disgust and shame towards someone they
didn’t even really know. Texts and calls poured in. The most memorable one I received: What
was your brother thinking? What I was thinking: None of your damn business. Even without the
biased facts from the Troup County Daily News, the town had already formed their opinion of
my brother a long time ago. This was the gossip they’d been waiting to say “I saw it coming” to.
There was a feeling of protectiveness emitting from me like the sun that I couldn’t keep
in check. The anger was so intense that my body shook, my skin was on fire. I couldn’t do
anything about the wrongful opinions of my baby brother. There was no way to stop the
comments made about my “low life” family. All I could do is either silently ignore their words,
cuss them out the way only a “low life” could, or write this paper and prove them all wrong.
Lowlife: (derogatory). An untrustworthy, despicable, or disreputable person, especially
one suspected of being a criminal.
Writer: (commendatory). Someone who has the power to turn caffeine into words, a
creator of written language. An organism composed of hundreds of conflicting consciousnesses.
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No person without all the facts and knowledge could make the decision on whether he could be
deemed a “low life”. A person part of said “low life” family who knows how to fuck you up.

November 2nd, 2017
Everett’s blond head looks backwards from the front of the courtroom, eyes darting in
search of his family. There are only three people he counts as his family: his sister, mother, and
grandmother. He clasps his hands tightly in front of him on top of the wooden table after
realizing our absence. Bitten to the nub fingernails stare back at him. He’s nervous, sick to his
stomach. The cross tattoo that an inmate created from ink and a pencil now heals on his right
arm, flexing as he continues to fidget. None of his fellow football players or coaches, none of the
people he claims to be his friends are in the courtroom. His assistant lawyer, a young and spry
intern who Everett likes more than Ken, is the only one present for his first court date. Ken is his
lawyer, an older man who visits him in jail almost daily and makes him uncomfortable. Everett
breathes a sigh of relief that he’s away for another case.
“He’s too calm, our family isn’t a calm family,” he’d told mom on the phone one day.
I was in Milledgeville, unable to attend because it took 121 miles to get to Ashton Court
and another 121 to return for school and work before a 3:30 class and work at five that evening.
My car only had 70 miles until payday. What money I had was being stretched after driving
home the previous weekend to see him, but upon request, he had denied seeing the family. “It
would hurt too much. I have to stay strong,” he insisted.
His mother could not attend for a different reason—the inability to drive. No family
members could clear their busy schedules for the day. Her only ride, our grandmother, had been
taken to a psych ward in Villa Rica under the stress of the situation. During court, she was
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heavily sedated in a hospital bed. Our mother was left in the house alone. She puffed on her
cigarette, seated in the left kitchen stool, as she called Adam for hourly updates throughout the
day.
There wasn’t even a sentence. A superior judge was needed for that, something that
everyone neglected to mention until the day of. Instead, this was a time for both parties to gather
evidence. I struggled through my classes, waiting for news, eyes fixed on my desk as I imagined
Everett’s were fixed on the table in front of him too. My Chick-Fil-A biscuit sat on my desk
getting cold with an increasingly nauseating smell. Adam said, “The good news is that there
were no cameras or witnesses, so there’s no hard evidence against him. It’s just the Hogansville
Police Department’s word against ours. The cop who arrested him was off duty and I questioned
how he knew Everett’s face, but he lied and said he’d arrested him before. We can work with
that.” But I waited for more bad news. Did this mean they had time to gather more evidence?
But we were keeping these things from Everett. He did not need to know that his mother
had three seizures the night before court. My baby brother didn’t need to know I’d even called
dad in tears to ask him for help, the last resort that I should know by now I couldn’t count on. It
wasn’t necessary for him to know that I hadn’t been able to sleep because mother was calling me
in the middle of the night with gibberish conversation because she was without her seizure meds.
“What do I need to do? I don’t know what to do?” Panic. I felt helpless, out of control, and alone.
Everett wasn’t here to talk to me, the pictures of us on my wall stared back at me as a reminder
of that. She yelled through the phone she couldn’t be alone, that I needed to find a place for her
and the dogs to stay. A text from my best friend said: This isn’t on you. It isn’t your
responsibility to fix family things. But it was.
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I was cracking more every day. There was a numbness inside me I’d never felt before. I
fully operated on emotion and now there was a malfunction I couldn’t seem to fix. I called mom
every day because I had to, listened to the daily bad news—twenty inmates had been brought
into the same pod as Everett and everyone was sleeping on the floor, Everett’s blanket had been
stolen and we needed to buy him sweatpants, the nurse still hadn’t seen him about his braces
digging into his gums because of the beatings from the inmates. His dinner, usually sandwiches,
made his gums bleed and made his food taste like copper. Gran still wasn’t doing well; my father
hadn’t answered my calls and it’d been days. My uncle was still being an asshole. My friends
didn’t understand my desire to skip my classes, ignore deadlines, and sleep the day away. A fight
with one of my best friends was being ignored because I didn’t have the emotional or mental
energy to deal with it anymore. “I’m not myself,” I kept saying. There was no other way to
describe it.
It was the first time I’d ever felt like my life had come to a standstill in which I had
absolutely no clue what to do. Do I go home, drop out of school and take care of my mom? Do I
pick up a second job and drop a class or two? Do I send my mother to an assisted living home,
and my grandmother to a nursing home? I’d be utterly alone then, a thought that brought the
slightest change in heartbeat through the numbness I felt. What would happen to Everett’s
lawyer?
I knew none of these things, but I knew the ways to make myself feel better. None of
them worked. Not dancing drunkenly in bars. Not kissing a cute boy. Not smoking. Not trying to
make myself cry. “You need to eat,” Lorena told me. She sounded like my mother; her voice
filled with worry. I tried eating but everything ended with a hurt stomach and vomit, mostly dry
heave because of lack of substance, being flushed down the toilet. I threw away my razors too
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until I could look at them the way they were supposed to be used again. I wouldn’t resort to that,
but I knew there was an explosion that inevitably was going to take place inside me. It would just
be a question of what I was going to fuck up in the process. The letter I wanted to send my
brother came to mind again as I walked back from class to my apartment, a glass mug in my
hand. I wanted to break it.
October 10th, 2017
I sat at Taco Bell with two close friends, one who was worried about me and wanted me
to vent to her, the other I worried was too sheltered for me to tell the whole truth and it be
understood. I nibbled on a chicken quesadilla, thinking that this was a play by Emily to try to get
me to eat my bodyweight in food. Taco Bell was my favorite.
My phone rang with an unknown number, and I rapidly grabbed my phone to answer. I
never knew if the number was my brother or not for sure.
“This is a call from the Troup County Jail…” the automated woman’s voice trailed on.
My friends stared at me as I sat silently, waiting for the one minute long tangent of how to send
money to inmates to be finished. Did they charge 50 cents for this minute too?
“Hello,” Everett’s gruff voice said on the other end. I could hear voices echoing in the
background. But he sounded stronger, not afraid. My body relaxed more in my chair.
“Hey, Evie. You doing okay?” It was the fake, sweet voice I put on to comfort him and it
hurt my own ears to hear. I felt like I was talking to someone in a hospital bed, not jail. He knew
this and I knew this.
“Been sleeping on the floor because they added so many inmates to my pod. Did mama
tell you the good news?” The way he said mama always made me smile. I never said mama, I
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said mother usually because I was arguing with her. His way was more loving and ten times
more Southern drawl sounding.
“What?”
“There’s no hard evidence against me. I don’t understand why I’m still here.” Of course,
mother had already told me these things, but I also knew Everett didn’t understand that he would
still be charged with something. It was not likely that he would walk away scotch free. The gap
between us felt even wider. But all I said was, “It’s going to be okay. Everyone is working hard
to get you out.”
After a minute longer, we both hung up after I told him I love you three different times. It
always felt like a goodbye that I tried my hardest to prevent. Emily looked at me with a
sympathetic smile and I continued to avoid the conversation and pick at my food again. My
appetite was stronger now.
“I’ve only heard you mention your brother once until now. You called him Evie,” Mabri
said. There were tears in her eyes. I tried to hide my own as I realized until recently I barely ever
had a nice word to say about my brother. All I had ever said was what everyone else was now: he
was bringing it on himself. My food threatened to make an appearance again at the thought, my
mouth watering and I swallowed hard.
***
January 2nd, 2018: the day that the superior court judge will decide how long my brother
will be in prison. January 2nd 2018: the day I will be on my hands and knees praying and praying
that it won’t be long, that he won’t be twenty seven years old when he gets out. The day I’ll be
gripping a St. Christopher so tightly in my hand that it’ll hurt, because I’ll be praying that it
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won’t be life. It won’t be life. Because people who have St. Christopher’s are travelers,
adventurers, rebels who leave old lives behind for new ones.
I picture a life where my brother is not behind bars. I imagine showing him the world, the
one he was supposed to see. Just the two of us, traveling with only backpacks and no contact to
home and the people who judge us. No more random calls from dad, but the occasional call to
mom just to tell her the sights we saw that day. He can say, I saw the Mona Lisa today. I saw the
Eiffel Tower, it was fuckin’ huge. I can show him the difference between the winds on the cliffs
of Killarney, Ireland and how the rain feels different in London. How he doesn’t need an
umbrella because you have to get soaked and dance through the streets, then sit at a café drinking
good coffee, the kind that warms your soul as you watch all the passersby and decide what crazy
adventure to take next. We could get plastered in Germany, wander the streets at night and forget
about the cold because our bodies would be warm with beer. Make the insane, non-regrettable
decision to get tattoos: my sister’s protector, my brother’s keeper. We could travel to a beach in
Greece, so we can get in touch with our ancestral roots and sink our feet into sand instead of the
red mud of Georgia. Everett will never have to know what bare feet feel like against a cold
prison floor. He will never have to know again what it’s like to be beaten by anything but the
time in the day that there is to live life and explore the world in front of him.
Stop, slow down. Slow down. Let me grab your hand and show you the way life was
supposed to be. Let me give you these moments. Let me hear you say, I love this life. Let me see
blue eyes and long lashes blink away the sunset like happy tears and say, This is the life I
deserve.
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Prison Visit
I felt nauseous on the way to Johnson Prison in Wrightsville, Georgia. It was four months
since I had seen Everett. Each visit drains me in ways I thought I would be used to by now, but I
was wrong. I woke up, heart already beating fast in my chest. I drank my coffee, even though I
knew caffeine wasn’t the best choice. To stay ahead, I had told myself to do all my schoolwork
before this Sunday visit. But I was tired last night, I was tired today, and I would be tired after.
It’s not that I didn’t want to see my baby brother, because I missed him every day. It was
the idea of going through guards, barbed wire, and sitting across from him like we were strangers
that made the visits hard.
And this was a new prison with new rules and regulations I feared I would be yelled at
for not knowing. Coastal State Prison had several guards at its checkpoint, shouting orders quick
and sharp to every visitor. ID and keys. Who are you here to see? Do you know his inmate
number? Fingerprint, do it again because you didn’t do it right. That shirt it too tight, your bra
strap is showing. Go back to the car and cover up. Shoes off, hurry up. Send them through. Arms
up and pat your pockets. Here, take your table number. Wait at the door. Did you not hear me? I
said wait at the door.
When I pulled into the parking lot of this prison, I expected the same. I sat in my car,
wary that there would probably be a police car parked beside me if I sat for too long. When I
pulled down the mirror, knotted and still half-twirled strands of hair were fingered through,
mascara smudges were dabbed away. My hands shook as I struggled to get my car key off the
ring, unzip my wallet to get my ID, and turn my phone off. One text from mom: let me know how
it goes.
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It would go how it always did, I thought.
I adjusted my shirt, made sure every button was snug. Covered the front of my outfit with
my long hair—it helps sometimes in passing through, covering more of my neck and collar bone
and chest. Tag number, I needed my tag number. I repeated it over and over in my head,
clenching a brown napkin with Everett’s inmate number scribbled on it and a plastic baggie full
of twenty dollars’ worth of coins for the vending machines. Would I be yelled at here for not
remembering it by heart? It had been too long, the eight digits a blur in my memory. There was a
woman walking then, when I stood beside my car. An older woman with feather earrings and
cheetah print leggings. I half questioned if she would even answer me, but I called out to her.
“Ma’am, I’m sorry. My brother just got transferred from Coastal and I don’t know the
procedures here. Can I watch you go through?”
“Of course, baby. Who are you here to see?”
“My brother,” I repeated. “What about you?”
“My son,” she replied as she opened the first door after the buzz sound to let us in.
Now, I watched her. There was only one guard instead of four, and she smiled. Still, I
held the crinkled napkin in my hand in apprehension, wondering if I would get in trouble for
trying to bring it in—if it would be seen as some sort of contraband. Could you even smuggle
something in on a napkin? I don’t even know. Everett had told me before that people coat
birthday cards with chemicals that pass as drugs in prison. What if they thought it was that? It
seemed like a silly thought over a fucking napkin, but it was true. And I was nervous, choked up
and unable to speak.
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In a panic, I wadded the napkin up after citing the number and threw it into a trashcan
ahead of the metal detector and conveyor belt our belongings got pushed through. Nothing
happened.
The same woman who took our registration information walked us through the metal
detectors and checked our pockets in only five minutes. I wish I remembered her name, because
she was one of the only friendly guards I’d ever met. Slower in movement, but genuine in her
conversation and orders, a note of kindness I wish I heard more often entering a prison. Was it
because she was a checkpoint guard, able to stay on the outside? I watched two younger women,
I thought in their teens, walk past in open toed shoes, shirts with logos, and even leggings.
Coastal would’ve never have allowed those things.
There were only three buzz-in checkpoint gates at this prison. I stood with the woman in
front of me, Debbie, and let her guide me through. I knew this part well. Buzz, enter. Wait for
next buzz. So on and so on. Less barbed wire surrounded this property and pink flowers
decorated the walkway to the visitor’s entrance. Flowers. I didn’t know what kind, but they stood
out in contrast to the dullness of the rest of the place.
“They do lock-down at twelve here, so always show up at nine or ten—or you’re gonna
be in your car for at least an hour waiting until it’s over.”
I nodded, at least that was the same. We made a bit more conversation in the restroom—
again, also easier to get out of the way before sitting down at one of those tables. During a
lockdown, there would be no opening those doors, no matter how full your bladder was from the
vending machine drinks. Debbie lived in Alabama and drove five hours every weekend to see her
son. I told her Wrightsville was only an hour for me now, but Coastal had been three.
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No bullet holes or cracks decorated the glass inside. Instead, I saw something worse. We
headed towards the final door, table numbers in hand and ready for the guards inside. I stopped a
second at the board with red block letters that read: WALL OF SHAME. Pictures of different
inmates were posted, their charges listed below the mug shots. Drug possession, traffic
violations, failure to appear in court. At first glance, I thought the board was solely for sex
offenders but upon closer inspection, I couldn’t tell what it was used for. Repeat offenders?
Either way, it made Debbie stop with me and look, too.
“I’ve never noticed that before,” she told me.
It was the kind of back and forth conversation we were used to, numb and knowing. Our
mouths moved; our brains registered the words in the moment. We sympathized for each other.
But we would leave here only half-remembering what was said to one another, only needing to
feel less alone. Nothing feels lonelier than sitting at the table and waiting, waiting. What if they
don’t come? What if they’re in trouble? What if I drove all this way for nothing?
We all feel it then. It is there in the way I teared up when Debbie hugged her son, her
short figure pressed against his mid-chest section. He rubbed her back and touched his mother’s
hair as her arms clung around his broad shoulders. I watched a daughter run towards her daddy in
a pink dress and bow, all smiles and awkward footsteps until he picked her up and gathered her
against his chest, making a back and forth sideways motion with his body as if saying my baby,
my baby. The child was still in between them when he kissed the lady with his daughter. My
heart began to beat faster. Where was my hello? When was it my turn? I am tired of waiting, of
dwelling on these emotions. I wanted the numbness again, butts in seats with chatter
incomprehensible around me. I want my brother, my Everett, my Evie. Time, I want all the time.
They got more than me, why do they get more than me?
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There are others like me who look around and offer up smiles, try to hide their faces after
looking in on others’ intimate moments. Then there are those who look directly down at the
ground. I wish I could do that, but I’ve never been able to keep from looking and observing. I
don’t know how to keep myself from hurting. Is understanding or not understanding the better
option? How aware can I be before I hit my breaking point, because it’s inevitable with every
visit. There is always a breaking point.
It’s the clock or the goodbye or the silent walks to the car. There have been babies
screaming for their fathers, grandfathers, brothers all the while we all stand, watching our loved
ones disappear into the shakedown area. Some of them will still smile, others fight back their
own emotions, backs pressed against the wall and faces raised to the ceiling. I watch adam’s
apples swallow and swallow, or chests rise and fall in a steady procession with closed eyes.
Newcomers cry, they cry hard and ugly. They are like me, only I wait until the car. I don’t want
anyone around me to know. If you’ve done this for a while, you know it’s best not to cry here.
All it does is hurt the other inmates, the other visitors, upset the cold and sterile atmosphere that
can do nothing to comfort you. And if you try to think too hard about all the pain trapped in this
one room, how suffocating and depressing and hopeless and never-ending—
You won’t make it out. I know because I never make it out.
My fingernails pressed into the skin of my wrist as I continued to watch for the door to
open. I tried not to think about the signs that say Sexual assault is not part of your sentence or
about the poster I saw before entering that said Georgia was under a prisoner suicide crisis,
listing warning signs to watch out for.
All there was left to do was wait, and that’s the hardest part.
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I see him round the corner though, and those thoughts disappear. I am looking, looking
now. His shirt is too small, but he is clean shaven. He just got a haircut. Four months means I’m
eager for a hug, to cling to him tight for myself, Mom, and Gran. Yet, he is slower to embrace
me than I thought.
Something was wrong. Food, I knew, would open him up. It would be a fight to get him
to admit he was hungry. I don’t want to be rude and make you get up and down. Not that I ever
listened. I inserted quarter after quarter for Kit-Kats, Doritos, frozen pizzas, Powerades, Reese’s,
and always for a clean bottled water.
He didn’t say it right away—small talk first about the family, school, the softball team
each dorm now gets to be a member of, and how being outside has given him more of a tan.
There were topics we always ended up gravitating towards, especially our father or Everett’s
infuriating, piece of shit ex-girlfriend.
“Why you always lookin’ like that when I mention Kelsey?”
“Because that’s the bitch I picture when I still have an extra mile to run on the treadmill,
Everett.”
I really wish I was kidding. My brother is, and will forever be, my hot button. When I
was six, I hit our neighbor in the balls for being a bully towards him—with a metal pipe. I threw
my fists against the wall when Everett puked on the carpet of our ex stepfather’s trailer, from
seeing the bastard pinning our mother to the couch. He was too much like our real father for him,
I think. So, I beat my step-father’s back without stopping, and I yelled at our real father for years
at the top of my lungs to leave him alone, to hit me instead. I can scream until my throat feels
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like it’s closing or bleeding, and I will kick and punch and slap and scratch and spit and bite if it
means that he is safe.
“Meg, am I crazy?”
“What makes you think you’re crazy?”
“Because now when I see guys in here, I just wonder what would happen if I punched
them in the face.”
He says this over a honeybun he has stuffed with a Kit-Kat in between, and after the one
bite he wanted me to taste, I suddenly feel more sick than angry, from the sugar and from his
words. His tone was different, more alarming.
“I think you’re just desensitized and the way you see violence now is different. You
always feel like you have to prove yourself here, and fighting is one of those ways. But you
haven’t been getting in fights, right?”
“Not here.”
That was all he had to say in that moment. I knew this was the point of the conversation
he had been trying to get to without overwhelming me. I took a big, long swig of my Coke and
tried to prepare for whatever he planned to tell me, leaning in closer. I don’t really have a choice
but to swallow the information he gives me. There is no one for him to talk to about it, and this is
one of the only ways I can show my love for him anymore. I might not understand, but I listen
and try very hard. He scrapes a coin against the wooden table, scratching it over and over.
“They sent me to collect debts and I got scared…”
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***
When my brother was at Coastal, I would wake up in the middle of the night from
nightmares about him being hurt or dying. He’s in the infirmary. You need to get up here, a voice
would say over the phone. For about a year, I would call my mother in the middle of the night
during a panic attack.
-Mama, has Everett called?
-How did you know that? He just hung up, said he had trouble sleeping.
I stared in the mirror now after turning on the shower. My face was blotchy and red. I
was shaking again, like I had been this morning. Only this time, I had left with the knowledge
that my brother had been stabbed twice, that he had split someone’s head open when ordered to.
“How’s your brother?” mom had said on the phone.
“Good,” I had replied.
“Please don’t go home and cry,” she told me.
I didn’t make it home to cry because I did it in the car, like I always did. I screamed and
kicked and punched my steering wheel and said my brother’s name and cursed God and cursed
this fucking prison system. The road blurred, my music blared, my foot was too heavy on the
peddle. Now, I felt weak and tired. I wanted to sleep for a few days and be alone, put off writing
just a little longer. Not today, not today.
“Just hang on a little longer, Evie. Then we can drive to California or wherever you
wanna go. Just hang on, please.”
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Two Years in a Box
BY BENJAMIN EVERETT DUFFEY
“UNTITLED”
Remember I took his money but I
ain’t want it at first and been locked up
ever since…looking back it still hurts.
That one bad decision gave me what I
deserve. Judge told me she ain’t sparing
me, she gonna give me the worst and
now I’m locked up in the jungle she
gave me a curse that’s the flip side of
life, you gone get what you’re worth.
You reap what you sow…that’s how the
shit goes. Never cried about the struggle.
I went with the flow, they never gave me a
chance they through me straight off the boat.
You either sink or learn how to swim, it’s
a fucked up reality, so just go with
what you know, cause if you don’t,
you might not get a chance to come home.
Practice what you preach, you better change your
life now and lay me down to sleep. Lord, please
protect me tonight. I pray the Lord my soul to
take, give me the strength to fight cause when
they come, I’m all alone. I just wanna do right
now I’m locked up in the system, screaming at
the walls every night, praying I won’t be a victim…
and get stabbed on sight. Prison is just another
way of life, but it’s a fucked one.
Lord knows I’m right.
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If I believe that time is immeasurable, that there is no end date in sight to my brother’s
incarceration, then I can get through the day. You’d think that it would be the opposite, that the
countdown would give me hope for better ones but picturing the month/date/year means the
passage of time is too real. It means aging, passing holidays, more time spent apart than together.
It means that lives have been lived, the world is still spinning, and there is a little boy with blue
eyes that has grown into a man too fast.
I didn’t always think this. For the first year of Ev’s sentencing, I did try to get through
with the idea of a day he’d be coming home. When the sentencing took a year, him getting
transferred to another facility took another six months, I lost hope.
In Georgia, seventeen-year-olds can get tried as an adult before they can even buy lottery
tickets or cigarettes, vote, or drink alcohol. My brother was one of those people, arrested for two
counts of armed robbery and assault. Only the “armed” part of his sentence is wrong, as the BB
gun sat in the backseat untouched and without fingerprints. High on molly with his best friend
Zay at the time, all they wanted was free weed. It only took a few minutes for an off-duty cop to
spot them both, slamming their bodies against the hood of the vehicle.
My family’s life became separated into two parts in that moment: what came before and
after Everett’s arrest. We lost our house to pay for his lawyer. The lawyer died, so we gave up
the house for nothing. The dogs died on the same day the lawyer did. Our mother’s health
deteriorated. I watched our grandmother grow thinner, older, more confused. Everyone grew
unhappier and unhappier, despite time being closer to his release.
It is hard to have a sense of hope when you feel like you’ve lost everything.
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So, I don’t do this. I communicate with my brother through postcards, letters, phone calls,
and monthly visitations. One foot in front of the other, one task and then another. Time cannot
exist here.
But then he had to say it. Today is the two-year anniversary of my arrest. The uneasy
feeling in my gut returned, telling me that this part of life was again insurmountable. I took out
the polka dotted box of mementoes I kept in the top of my closet, which had started as something
to keep for Everett, so he would be able to see what life had been like on the outside since his
arrest. I just wanted him to see how much I loved him, in the way I kept everything he had ever
written me. I had the idea that when he got settled, we would sit on the couch of my new
apartment with the open box and talk into the early hours of the morning. I hold the image of this
without a time frame still. Keeping these things means I won’t forget to tell him everything that
has happened, that we can start right where we left off.
My graduation cap sits on top, beneath it my diploma. I walked across the stage in a
borrowed black dress and heels because I couldn’t afford my own outfit that day. I looked out
into the crowd before remembering he was not there. He will not experience this ever. But still, I
am proud in this moment, even in hand-me-downs, that I have made it through. It is one of the
only bits of pride I have allowed myself to keep, a big fuck you to my hometown and the people
who talk about our family on Sundays at church, in grocery stores, when they pass our old house.
There are Everett’s postcards, old essays of mine (mostly about him), and cards written to me
from Christmas and passed birthdays. On the phone recently, I am reminded that there have been
two Christmases that have passed, not just one. I have blocked it out like I always do, forgotten a
significant gap of time to protect myself from the hurt. Even I am shocked that I forgot about
this, the way I spent Christmas Eve alone before inviting over a boy because I was lonely. That’s
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what my mother told me on the phone about that Christmas, I remember now. It broke my heart
how lonely you looked. Pictures of the two children I babysit: Jo, seven with messy brown hair
and a wild smile. William, three, blonde hair and flashing a grin. There is a picture they made me
for my 22 that says I love you, MD. The sash from my 21 birthday, a plane ticket to New
nd
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Orleans. Concert tickets, all of which I remember looking into the crowds during at the mass of
people and thinking I wish I could experience this with him, or I don’t deserve this happiness.
Wristbands from memorable nights, notes written to me from best friends, classmates, and one
from an old boyfriend. I want to remember my family in every stage, acknowledge that we are
here even if the rest of the world likes to pretend that we’re not.
Looking at it all made me realize that I would still be prone to keep things from him, to
protect him. Just like I’m sure, he would want to keep things from me, too. I would want him to
keep that image he held of me, the strong and good big sister. I would take the graduation cap
and diploma out because he didn’t need to be reminded of his lost high school and college years.
The pictures of the kids and the drawings they gave me I would keep.
Eventually, I would show him the piece of wood I’d picked up from our old house, the
one I keep in its own separate box. He didn’t need to know about the dumpster full of our
belongings: our baby photos, yearbooks, old toys. Papa’s handwritten recipes, his books. He
didn’t need to know that the walls had been destroyed, fragments of our lives sitting in a pile
where the garage used to be. He didn’t need to know that I cried and screamed, and my friend
picked me up by the nooks of my arms, had to drag me off the cement because I wanted to go in.
I needed to go in. I wanted to say goodbye to Papa, our childhood, the people that we used to be,
the lives we will never get back.
I’ll tell him it’s the piece of the railing, it is white. From the front porch.
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I would tell him of the day I made the kids a blanket fort to watch movies in the living
room, how I sat on the couch and cried because they looked so much like we did in those
moments. William wanted to sit closer to Jo, and she raised her voice at him because of it. I
wanted to tell her to enjoy those moments and be nice to her baby brother, that she should hold
him close. But I sit cross-legged on the couch and watch them quietly, thinking about how I wish
I could get those times back.
I will tell him about the first day the kids asked about him. “Do you have a brother?” and,
“Where is he? Can we meet him?” while we drove the golf cart. I stared at the dirt road ahead,
focusing on the warmth of the summer, the light rustle of the pecan trees on both sides of their
dirt driveway. I cannot look at them then, because they’re young and won’t understand. I lie, tell
them that maybe one day they can, he lives in Savannah near the water. Jo says, Savannah is a
pretty place. I run my fingers through her hair. William smiles and points to a butterfly crossing
our path.
Then, there are the two photos taken during visitation hours to Coastal State.
The first is from Christmas Eve of 2018, the first time we were ever able to visit Everett
since his arrest. A nerve-wracking, heart wrenching visit. We all look tired, not all there. My
grandmother’s ankle shakes fast, like it will remedy the whirling thoughts in her head. My
mother’s head droops, and I wonder what she is thinking, too. Shocked by the reality of it all,
seeing the jumpsuit and barbed wire and guards with guns. A sign in the background says,
“Happy New Year,” in green letters. My grandmother looks like she’s hiding behind my mom’s
body, only a smile and glasses. Her hand is around my mother’s waist, probably to help her
balance. Everett’s long arms wrap us all in a circle. We are bundled up to abide with the strict
dress code, because we feared being turned away during that first visit.
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The second is only of Everett and me. Since Milledgeville is only around three hours
away from Savannah, I can visit him more often. It’s my favorite picture of us to date because he
is clean from doing drugs. Clear-headed, aware—more nervous, but conscious and talkative.
Without the high of pain pills, cocaine, molly, weed, whatever he could get his hands on, he can
hold a conversation. He doesn’t just stare at you with glassed over eyes and offer silence. Now,
his smile is beaming, and he is healthy and proud. Still, the hint of rebelliousness hides behind
those same eyes. He flips coins that I have brought for the vending machine and gets up without
permission to grab it. He doesn’t always walk with his hands behind his back like he’s supposed
to, and he never leaves right away when visitation hours are over. He is forever testing his
boundaries.
We do have that in common. Since his arrest, I’ve tested mine in multiple unhealthy
ways. For around six months, I partied hard every weekend with my friends and then wondered
why most of those nights ended in tears for me. I smoked weed for the first time, too. It wasn’t
really my thing—neither was getting crossfaded, the mixture of weed and alcohol doing nothing
to blur my thoughts like I wanted. But sex, on the other hand, was working as a great stress
reliever. I was fucking random guys because communicating in some way other than words was
working for me. I will fuck you like this because I’m mad, move hands away from my hips
because this will be done at my pace. Slower now, because I don’t know why I’m doing this,
because they’re looking at me now for too long. I don’t want their awareness or mine. I didn’t
know how to be alone and wasn’t used to the feeling that everything in the world was against
me, against Everett and my family. It was out of my control, and this was something I could
control. I have the power until I lay naked in bed, hearing belt buckles and pants being put back
on, or until I’m flipped over and have nothing to focus on but the sheets my face are being
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pressed into. So, I understood why he tested his boundaries, in a place that gives him no freedom
to do even the smallest of things, like take a coin back into his dorm after visitation.
Troup County Jail
Lagrange, GA
I cant wait for you to see the new me when I get out, sometimes I feel like that will be a
lifetime. I cant wait to get up and make breakfast like papa did lol. I cant wait to get a job. I cant
wait to get a house. I cant wait to hug you and mama, I cant wait to be free. I miss yall so much,
but its all worth waiting for…to live our new life. God’s got us. I love you.
Lock your doors every night.
I touched the traces of his handwriting, each individual letter. The lines are harsh, like he
took the pen to its surface too hard. The text is slanted. Still, knowing that the same postcard was
in his hands a few days before gives me the smallest comfort. When focused, his mouth becomes
half parted, his tongue stuck between the gap. He would be leaning over the postcard—never
holding his pencil correctly, wrapping his whole fist around it like his words couldn’t show up
without stabbing the paper hard. Maybe he thought it could get taken from him, as he wrote it
with the bustle of inmates echoing in the large dorm, or maybe he just didn’t want anyone to see
the words he wrote, crouching over it in protection. I pin the postcard to the wall, where I have
two pictures of us: one from my high school graduation, one taken after a football game from his
freshman year. He always has the same tight-lipped smirk, as if smiling is a bad thing. Two years
later, in my new apartment, the postcard has been transferred into the box.
Rereading it now, I remember the relief I felt to see his name on a piece of mail after so
many weeks of no contact. His arrest hadn’t been real for me yet. I didn’t know anything about
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the prison system. It reminds me of a mob now, all secret members and debts being collected.
Guards willing to be paid for sex or to allow other inmates to be beaten by another, or even for
goods like cigarettes. New inmates are the weakest in the playing field, and if they get phone
money or packages? Consider those things gone, because they will be taken immediately. They
test you, Everett says. Don’t ever let those motherfuckers take anything from you. Even if they’re
stronger, they’ll respect you for trying. Everything is about respect in here.
I did not know that it was possible then to grieve for a person that is still alive.
Troup County Jail
Lagrange, GA
Love. Grace. Peace.
Take once step towards God and he will take two towards you.
Hey Meg, I finally got done with the reading comprehension part of my GED book. I’ll
always write back, in case you didn’t know. I love and miss you more! Lmk how everything’s
going, keep pushing and keep faith. We will see each other on the outside again.
I was, and still am, tired of pushing. The one thing I remember from this time is taking
off to Savannah, and how my friends tagged along because they didn’t want me to be alone.
They sat with me when I still wanted to put my toes in cold water and to watch the sunset, even
when I stayed on the beach after the sun was gone and wind knocked sand into our faces. As we
got further from Savannah and closer to Milledgeville, I stayed quiet. Temporary happiness. I
had to accept that it was all I would be able to find for a long time. When my eyes started to
water, Daelyn put her hand on my shoulder and started to blast old Disney songs. I didn’t cry, I
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wouldn’t cry. I focused on the road and kept going, singing along with them. I wish I could’ve
shown how thankful I was then for their presence, but I didn’t know how to say it. They left
eventually, too. I was a mess all the time, and I don’t blame them. They didn’t know how to
handle the whirlwinds of my changing emotions and neither did I, but I remember sitting on the
beach that day in a line, hearing their laughter and feeling the warmth of Lorena leaning her head
against my shoulder in some sort of silent understanding. I’m here for you is what I think she
was saying. But I couldn’t be there, or here, or anywhere, stuck in some limbo of emotions that I
could only label as good or bad. It was all the energy I had left and contemplating their gestures
would mean dealing with the rest of the world first. It meant crashing like the waves, unearthing
every moment and feeling like grains of sand felt against the skin, individually and then all at
once. That hurricane can sit inside me and whirl and whirl until I’m ready to release it, but it
won’t be now, and it won’t be soon.
Troup County Jail
Lagrange, GA
Haven’t heard from you in a while, im sorry I havent called. I’ve been really stuck in my
GED book. Trying to save mama some money as well. Just got done with the biology part of it,
it’s a very complex subject. Decided I want to be an attorney, I wanna help people. There’s
plenty of other people on this path. Just trying to get better every day. I love you.
Jeremiah 29:11:14
Please read
The Bible verse he asked me to read is: “For I know the plans I have for you,” declares
the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. Then
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you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you.” My brother has always
been more religious than I am.
I was inspired by his dedication to his faith, because I never related what was happening
to a struggle God would see us through. I know there has to be something he holds onto that
allows him to make sense of his surroundings. For him, it’s Thank you God, for giving me more
food at chow today. Thank you for protecting me today. Thank you for allowing me to wake up
today. These are not the things I think or pray to God about, instead my every day routine is
filled with guilt over the food I eat, and he cannot, the comfy mattress I can sink into after a long
day, my stable relationship with school and work. He holds onto God, and I hold onto my anger
because only one of those options are tangible and understood to me. Even after almost two
years in prison, he’s still the one able to see the light. I’m afraid to believe in it again, because if
I do, that means putting things into God’s hands instead of fighting with my own.
Maybe Everett has fought with his own for too long.
Coastal State Prison
Garden City, GA
Dear Megan, how are you? They finally shipped me to my main camp. I’m at Coastal
State Prison. It’s in Savannah, so I’m really close to you right now. I will call you as soon as I
can okay? I put you mama and Gran on my visitor list so yall can come see me soon too…this
camp is really sweet and laid back so im okay. I hope you’re feeling better and everything and
I’m praying for you okay? Don’t stress yourself about anything it’s gonna be okay. Jackson
wasn’t bad either…I’m just glad I’m not locked down in my cell all day…I’ve been watching
football all day and playing on my tablet. Yes, they give you tablets to play on here. So hell yeah.
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I hope you’re doing okay…as soon as I can use the phone I’ll call you okay but until then write
me back. Turd.
The upside down stamp means I love you.
There is a gap in time here because Jackson Prison was a sort of redistribution center for
Georgia’s prisons, where inmates got sent temporarily to undergo evaluations that revealed how
much of a threat they were, if they needed to be kept in solitary confinement. Did this inmate get
charged for a violent crime? Is there a history of drugs or abuse for them or their family? Are
they mentally or physically impaired? Will they need any medications? We could not have
contact with him for those three months in time, the longest we hadn’t spoken to him in the first
year he’d been locked away. I imagined doctors scribbling across their notebooks, unsure of
what categories my brother would fall into. I was and still am angry for all the men that are
evaluated too late. My bunkmate tried to hang himself at Troup County, Ev had told me.
There was a man sentenced to death row during his time here. When that day came, the
guards yelled out, “Dead man walking”. It is tradition when you hear these words to turn around
and face the wall while an inmate walks through the hall to their death, so they don’t have to feel
all of the eyes on them. But I can’t help to feel like that’s even more lonely, to not see the faces
of people one last time. There would have to be sliver of humanity there I think, in knowing
others in that line would experience the same thing or at least understood the experiences of
prison in some capacity. There had to be some sort of companionship there.
Everett has taught me you do not ask what a person has done, but it begins not to matter
anyways. Alliances form for protection, for support, to share food and phone money during the
hard weeks. Everett is called the “millennial”, as the youngest inmate, an ongoing nickname
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through all his prison transfers. It was from a guy at Troup County Jail, who taught Everett how
to survive. How hard is it to watch someone you’ve known at least in passing walk to their own
death? If they’re your friend? What the fuck do you even say to someone who has to calmly walk
towards it, still dehumanized and in cuffs? Everett told me that they post artwork on the walls of
prisons from inmates on death row, the only mark they have left on the world. He never told me
how old the man was, but I know Everett was still seventeen here. I wondered how many brushes
with death he had experienced since his own sentencing, how many times I’d passed those
pictures without thinking where they were from.
Coastal State Prison
Garden City, GA
Dear Megan, I didnt have a stamp at first but one of my homies sent me some stamped
envelopes so im good. God keeps blessing me…I’m in the fucking hole right now but times flying
because my new bunkmate is crazy as hell. Hes fucking hilarious…I’ll tell you all about it when
you come see me. I miss you so much. I’ll probably be out of the hole by the time you get this
letter. We can talk about your boyfriend, your house and Daddy when you come to visit okay?
I’m glad you like your job…I wish you would have a kid. A little niece or nephew would sit me
the fuck down. They would be the center of my world. I’m glad you’re feeling happier too. It
makes me happier to know that. What kind of dog are you getting, mama said you were going to
get another one like Chloe. I’m looking forward to hanging out with you when I get out. I still
want to go to the aquarium with you, it will be fun. I’m going to try to on hanging with you
instead of these hoes…I’ll be better off. But listen I love you so much. Keep looking out for mama
and gran and also focusing on you. Thank you for always being there for me and not turning
your back on me when I got locked up. Post that picture we took last time at visitation. I love
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you. Keep your head up and stay focused on your writing career. God has some blessing coming
for you and our family. We deserve it.
I love you…
Put this cross in your new apartment somewhere okay?
I love you
The cross sits above my desk now when I write. This is the most recent letter I have
received from him, and the happiest one to date. I am in grad school now; my mother and Gran
are finally out of Lagrange. That part of our life, the painful reminder that Everett is in all those
places, doesn’t hurt as much anymore. But my mother calls me to tell me she is homesick for the
place she has spent her life for the past forty-eight years, and my grandmother tells me she feels
bad for not being near Papa’s grave. For them, it is more of a home than it has ever been for me.
He has been transferred to a prison in Wrightsville now, only an hour away. My mother
and Gran are on a vacation now in Beaufort, South Carolina, where my mother spent her
childhood summers for many years. They sit on the balcony with Coca-Colas and cigarettes in
hand, call me every morning before I go to campus. They sound better after being near the water
and away from our hometown of Lagrange. It makes Everett and I happy to know they have
found enjoyment in something, at least for a little while. But I know the money will run out, that
this is a short-lived attempt at finding who we are as a family again. My mom will say, Meg,
you’re going to love it here. Are you actually going to stay? Please stay, you never stay…
There will be a view of the ocean at Thanksgiving and Christmas this year, but he will
still not be there. The waves will be crashing, and we will bundle together with coffee and
sweaters and leftover pie. But we will only listen to the water distantly and eat without savoring.
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Isn’t that what I’ve been struggling with all along, feeling guilty for living? I try to remember
that one day he will sit beside us all in the rocking chairs, and maybe drink coffee by then, too.
But I don’t know if I’ll ever be more than half there, if any of us ever will.
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THE HOUSE THAT BREATHED
“A home built with love.” - Marie Johnson
1977-2017

I.

Foundation:
My childhood home was alive until Papa’s brown recliner was replaced with a hospice

bed. I returned from school at fifteen, expecting to sit next to him and tell him what we’d talked
about in English that day. The meaning of that bed loomed over the room. For three years, and
despite knowing the day would come, it didn’t make me feel any more prepared. My family
members gathered around the house, whispering and holding his hand, kissing his forehead. Papa
slept for three days before finally passing away, refusing to rest.
He was never lucid enough for me to tell him what I truly wanted to say. But I do
remember waking up at four a.m. and feeling him leave the earth. The way the moon cast light
through the blinds bright enough to disrupt my sleep told me everything I needed to know. I
cracked the blinds more for the light to fill the room. It was his special goodbye to me. It wasn’t
like the times we sat on the back porch and looked up at the sky. He would’ve said, It’s a full
moon tonight, Meggie Hope. It wasn’t the stories I’d heard of him driving me around as a baby
pointing up and up before my finger finally drifted to my side with closed eyes. It wasn’t like the
times we sat on the balcony while on vacation, watching its white distortion across the water.
My Papa was the moon, dark but bright. I found it no coincidence that it was full, as he
would never deserve anything less. The stars surrounding him flickered and twinkled, glowing
just as strong, proof that the universe also had to right itself in his brilliance.
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Papa built the foundation of who he was with love starting in 1968. Not 1951, the year he
was born, but the moment he and my grandmother met. She had asked for a cigarette that day,
and at first Benny had paid her no attention. It wasn’t until she was riding her bike in the mill
village with rollers still in her hair that he had noticed her. The sight made him pop the collar of
his navy-blue leather jacket and take a long puff of his cigarette, staring off the porch of the party
he was attending. If his motorcycle would have been there too, Marie probably would’ve crashed
her bicycle. She crushed on Benny for months, knowing little about him other than that her older
sisters were in the same circle as him. “If this was my party, I would invite you in,” he called to
her.
If my Papa was the moon, then my grandmother was the sun. Marie flirted back a few
weeks later by dropping her books at his feet. He bent down to pick them up, her staring
expectantly, and every day after that he drove to her house before school to give her a ride on the
back of his motorcycle. “He was what they called a greaser,” my grandmother would always say,
with a smile that made it seem as if the many times she’d told the story did not matter, that it was
still their love’s little secret.
One thing that they couldn’t keep a secret, a few months later, was that Marie was
pregnant. Back then, a person had to be eighteen in order to buy condoms—and the only form of
birth control Marie had learned in school was the rhythm method. She had believed that it was
only during certain days of her cycle that she could become pregnant. Despite their ages of
sixteen and seventeen, they wanted to stay together. My Papa knew that this was his way out of
his abusive household, too. The last straw was after he announced the pregnancy to his father and
Lloyd said, Are you sure it’s yours? It didn’t take long for Benny to move in with Marie’s
parents, Dot and Earl.
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They got married in Widower, Alabama on April 30 of 1968. Their wedding picture
th

captures two anxious kids, waiting for their futures with young smiles and bright eyes. It was
time for them to prepare. The day my mother was born exhausted Marie. She passed out before
even signing the birth certificate, and Benny took it upon himself to name their baby girl Donna
Marie Johnson. He loved his wife’s name and wanted to keep it going, despite her protest.
He got a job sweeping the floors at the local mill, working second shift and going to
school during the day to earn his associate degree. Marie went to secretarial school and got a job
at the loan company in town. In 1977, Benny finally became the family man he wanted to be,
becoming the boss at the same mill he had swept floors for. It didn’t matter that he worked day
and night to do it in the beginning, that he depended on Marie’s family and abandoned his own
to support his new life. Like the moon, he ascended slowly but had always shined. Him and
Marie had finally earned enough money to build their dream house, their eight-year-old and fouryear-old in tow.
The house on Boyd road says that magic is real, built on the love and dreams of Benny
and Marie. It was there in how they chose the white shutters together, laid down the bricks, and
Marie planted tulips every year in different shades for the neighborhood to see. Take care of me
and I will take care of you, the house said, this three bedroom brick home with large bay
windows, a yard for children to play in, a back porch and pool, too.

II.

Front yard

From the road, the bay windows were the most visible, white paint and white curtains to
match the front porch. During Christmas, colored lights decorated our tree in this window, like
surprise confetti upon arrival every day. A large pine tree outside held more lights that were
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never taken down, never lit after my grandparents’ holidays in their younger years, once a big
neighborhood attraction. Papa got the lights around it, the tree stretching far above our house,
and whenever I saw the unlit strands, I couldn’t fathom how he did it.
During my mother’s childhood and my own, the image of Papa pulling into the driveway
every day after work stayed the same. The only difference was that my mother always felt safe
and had never known any other house but her own. My brother and I did not have that. Instead,
we knew it was the place to return to after our father hit our mother or had too much to drink.
We’d pack our bags in the middle of the night, and when we heard the screen door of our
grandparent’s house screech shut behind us, then we knew that there was nothing that could hurt
us. That front door was always open, the dining room light always illuminated through the large
bay windows.
Home. Even in the good times of my mother and father’s marriage, I still considered it to be
my home. Gran would sit with me in the front yard and make me flower crowns, hold my hand
for Easter Egg hunts. My grandparents protected my childhood.

III.

Dining room

A flower themed wallpaper with stripes decorated the dining room and wooden mosaic
flooring padded the ground. The bay windows lightened the room and casted a glare against the
cherry wood dining room table. My mother filled the house with piano music, swift fingers
across the keys starting at four years old. When I was older, I would watch her long and swift
fingers move across the keys.
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At seven, Papa pulled a chair to that table and helped me with my science fair project. He
had the idea of teaching the other students in my class about the textile mill he worked for. We
wanted to illustrate how it worked, how a loom wove cloth. He bought me a folding poster
board, and we decorated it with rainbow clip-art. Papa was proud of his job. I admired him
always and had a sense of pride in him that I never gave my father. I wanted to be like him. So, I
sat at the table, letting him tell me all the technicalities of how a loom worked, even though I
never quite understood the words bursting from his mouth: warp, weft, beams, and heddles.
We surrounded the cherrywood dinner table for every holiday, plates and plates of food made
by the best chef in the family. Papa would prepare for days at a time, make our mouths water
way before being able to taste his recipes. Chili, fondues, Thanksgiving dinners, fried chicken
and biscuits, and steak. While my mother was pregnant with brother and I, Papa made her loads
of crab legs for that same dinner table, and she ate every one of them. When Papa passed, family
dinners became less and less frequent until it was only on the holidays, then nothing at all.

IV.

Kitchen

The cabinets would be a dark wood color and the countertops forever green. Two stools
would sit on the other side, where I’d watch Papa cook. He never used a cutting board. Onions,
peppers, and tomatoes were cut right on the counter’s surface in that same spot—not once did I
see his eyes water from the onions as I constantly wiped mine while watching. Countless
scratches hurt the wood, but each mark made by Papa made the kitchen seem more his.
Those marks were history. The wallpaper was replaced with yellow paint, the cabinets were
painted green, but the scratches of countless recipes were permanently etched on the counter’s
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surface. Never the same smells again, never the same recipes. Just as stubborn as he was with the
cutting board, he refused to share his recipes with anyone except Gran and even with her, only
the most basic ones.
There is a picture of Papa and I in this kitchen. I am around three, pouting. He crouches
behind me, bending at the knee. He is looking up, dark brown eyes and balding head. Bald Man,
Bald Man, Bald Man, I would say. Gran taught me to roll biscuits here, too. My dough never
turned out as smooth, instead crumbling and cracking or becoming too sticky. Each Sunday, I
could try again after being woken up by the smell of Papa cooking bacon and hearing its sizzle
when I finally decided to open the door after sleeping late on Sunday mornings. When Papa died,
mom and Gran sat in the same stools every day with cigarettes in hand. No one made his recipes
anymore.
V.

Living room

Back then, the floors would have been carpeted. There would be gold and yellow wallpaper
and the fireplace would be lit with wood Papa cut himself. There is a picture of Papa and I in our
rocking chairs. I am three and he is falling asleep while I fake sleep beside him in my much
smaller one. Our bodies are positioned in the same way, mouths and nose and chins jutting out.
When he got sick, we replaced the green rocking chair with a brown leather recliner to make
him more comfortable. He watched the world go by in that chair. It was positioned near the back
door and in the corner of the living room, so he could see the outside and inside of the home he
created. Occasionally, he would close his eyes for a rest, napping with heavy sighs with his chair
reclined to reveal socks that were always too big for his feet. He also became obsessed with
bubble gum during this time and bought huge tubs of it that stayed on the fireplace near him
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because it was one of the only things he felt comfortable chewing with his dentures. There were
days he would sleep, still chewing and smacking, mouth wide open and the pink glob centered
on his tongue.
Off to the left of the living room sat a bookshelf, the same one my mother frequented when
she was younger, where she showed me the pages she used for research to write her history
papers. The shelf was lined with a navy set of encyclopedias and I loved to trace the gold
alphabet on their spines with my fingers, one after another. Beside the bookcase, my Mom and
Uncle Matt’s high school and college diplomas decorated the wall. In the bottom drawer,
scrapbooks full of pictures and video tapes of my family: weddings, younger years, notes, old
yearbooks. The only picture I have left from that drawer is the one of Papa and I in the kitchen.
VI.

Back Yard

Uncle Matt and my mother had a duck when they were little named Quack. The pool wasn’t
there yet, but there was an inflatable one that they ran in and out of while Quack followed,
nipping at their ankles, making them squeal across the yard and behind the bushes and up into
the trees.
I’ve been told that Papa built the back porch for me when he found out my mother was
pregnant. Every summer he would sit in one of the rocking chairs, eventually replaced with
another set of tan regular chairs, and watch golf while we swam or played in the yard. The grill
was fired up in the evenings as we told him to watch, watch, watch as we did the same jumps off
the diving board. He would crane his neck, offer a laugh, and turn back to flip the steaks,
hotdogs, and hamburgers.
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But my birthdays were larger than the back porch. Every June, he would prepare a pig in the
backyard while the pool was busy with floats and splashes and beer cans opening. I was like a
fish then, and Everett not as much–our father hadn’t thrown him into the pool just yet for his
swimming lesson. Papa seemed to hold everything together with tiki torches, good food, and the
best birthdays thrown in a seven year old’s honor.
We climbed the crab apple trees so much that Papa had to go out with a bucket every few
days before we knocked them all off the branches. He’d sit outside in his rocking chair,
munching on the ones we hadn’t damaged while we chased lightning bugs later in the evenings.
When he got sick, he decided to cut down the crab apple trees because they could eventually fall
onto the roof. The flickering yellows and greens seemed to disappear with him, and the crab
apple trees.
VII.

Bedrooms

My mother’s childhood bedroom was my nursery and playroom at first, then became the
bedroom that she and her two children slept in during separations from my father. As the first
grandchild, my room became painted pink with an abundance of toys long before this. The most
notable toys included a giant Godzilla with a button to make him roar and a rabbit house that
eventually both ended up in the attic for keepsakes.
I am told my favorite toy as a child was this rabbit house with toy rabbits that made up a
family: a mommy, daddy, and baby. In my hands, I would hold the mommy and daddy. Daddy
went face down in the bushes while mommy slept upstairs. “Why is daddy rabbit in the bushes,
Meggie Hope?” Gran asked, sitting beside me. Daddy rabbit fell down again, oops. Oops, he fell
down again. Oops, he fell down again, Granna! I made Daddy rabbit fall down over and over on
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the stairs, before returning him to sleep in the bushes. I found this exact dollhouse with a quick
search, only remembering three features: a purple roof, two bushes that open like small doors on
the house’s side, and a purple circular landing at the top that I thought was an ice skating rink
back then. It is the Fisher Price Hideaway Bunny Hollow, on E-Bay with an asterisk marking it
“vintage”. Around twenty years have passed since the rabbits told my stories. They only stare
back in the eBay picture now with nothing left to say.
When we made the move with our mother for the final time, we had our own separate
rooms. Everett took over the one my Uncle Matt once had while I made a bedroom out of the
same room we all once shared together, pink walls turned purple. No matter what bedroom, I
heard feet in the hallway every morning, the blow dryer running, and the smell of bacon wafting
under the door on Sundays. Me-Meg, come help me cook, he would say as he cracked it open.
My Uncle’s old room did not have the windows nailed shut like my mother’s room.
Everett began to sneak out at night after realizing this, but when Papa was alive, he never went
out of that window. Everett swears up and down that one night before he snuck out, he checked
Papa’s room to see if he’d left any spare change. A picture frame flew off the wall and he never
stepped foot in the room again.

VIII.

Bathrooms
The floors were green, and the tub and sink a pale-yellow porcelain. My mother had

repainted the wall at one point, and I never quite understood why she chose wallpaper decorated
with fruit for a bathroom. Before work, Papa would blow dry his mostly bald head for exactly
the one minute it took for the few hairs on his head. Then, he’d comb through it until they lay
perfectly to his liking. There were two bathrooms in the house, the one attached to his and
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Gran’s bedroom and this one that I used all my life to get ready for school, doing makeup and
hair for hours and hours.
In his own bathroom, there would be a green dolphin sticker I gave him at six years old
placed in the corner of the mirror. It faded over time but stayed in its spot even as the bathroom
became so old that the tiles crumbled and caved in the shower. Back then, I was obsessed with
saving dolphins—I told Papa to never eat tuna because they got caught in the nets. Even though
he ate tuna almost every day because I had no clue what it was in the first place, the sticker
stayed long after he passed. Sometimes I would enter the bedroom, untouched even by Gran
because she couldn’t sleep in the room without him, and stare at it. Everything stayed in the
place he left it, nothing was disrupted or thrown away.
***
We are old, the wooden floorboards say, and we know who you are. The faintest of
whispers come from the walls: We have heard it all. We have felt it all. A dolphin sticker stays in
place forever and says, don’t forget about me. A backyard full of tulips say, sing to me. Stay a
little longer? the table asks, missing the weight of bodies and food, forks in mouths. The counter
misses hands working together and promises, the recipes are safe with me.
The door says, keep me unlocked. You will be back. Those memories linger in place.
Together, everything says: When you think of us, we are here. You are here, part of this house,
just like your family.
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It Was Not
It was not the Facebook message request, asking if I was Brian Duffey’s daughter, but
everything that happened after. It was not the call from the Fannin County Coroner’s Office but
the possessions bag: Bluetooth headphones, fifty dollars, and bank statements. It was not the
pictures of the body I was shown: a form slumped over on his left side, with blood trailing out of
his mouth, but his head collapsed into a pile of trash. It was not the hand sanitizer and gloves
given to me by the coroner with the comment it’s disgusting in there, but the overwhelming
smell of cigarette smoke when I entered his rinky dink apartment. It was not the rotted food but
that he had almost nothing. It was not the dirty, wet clothes piled in a suitcase but that they were
beyond saving. It was not the blood in the trash can, nor the blood in the toilet but that I was his
daughter, scrubbing it clean. It was not the letters I expected to find from him to my brother and
I, but the blue AA notebook from his first rehab attempt, filled with doodles and scrambled
words of enthusiasm. It was not the unfamiliar blue car outside, but the unopened twenty four
pack of Coors Light in the backseat.
It was not the raging Coronavirus pandemic making me wear a mask but the stench. It
was not that we couldn’t have a funeral but that he could not be buried either, only cremated. It
was not that I watched the video surveillance of him entering his apartment that night over and
over, but my obsession with believing that he died of anything but what he did. It wasn’t the
confused look on his face, his underweight form, the slow and weak walk, but the raspy, heavy
breathing of a man about to die. It was not that I watched my father, unrecognizable, take his last
smoke or enter the doorway for the last time but that I thought if I watched it enough, something
would be different.
It wasn’t that I was grieving, it was that I didn’t know it when I threw my phone against a
wall and shattered it. It wasn’t that I was grieving, but that there was a pandemic and I had to do
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it alone. It wasn’t the grieving but that so was my brother too, alone and in prison. It was not the
grieving, but I left the possession bag on my kitchen counter for a month. It wasn’t the grieving,
but I counted the spare change from the bag like it was a code to bring him back. It wasn’t the
grieving, but I was afraid of everyone dying.
It wasn’t the way people could have spoken about him, but the ways they did. Your father
was so proud of you. He was just depressed. He talked about you all the time. God, he was so
young. He just couldn’t get off that bottle, could he? He was trying to quit, ya know? Your father
was a good man, he just had a hard life. Your relationship with your father was unnatural.
It was not that I didn’t know where to put the urn. It was that I had a fear, as a child and
an adult, that he would die alone in a ditch with a bottle in his hand. It was not that I’d tried
returning his calls, but that he didn’t answer the very last one, two weeks before he died. It was
not that I planted flowers for him but that memories awakened those I didn’t know I had: his
hands over mine, patting soil in his garden, sharing icicles during a snowstorm, Botanical
Gardens, the smell of his barn, playing darts.
It was that I didn’t know my father well. It was that I never knew how badly he was
struggling. It was that there wasn’t anything to take as a keepsake. It was that he was gone, that
he had left for good. It was that I wondered if he’d been scared, if he knew he was dying when
he collapsed. It was that I wanted to know if he thought of us, if he loved us. It was that I didn’t
think anyone deserved to die alone and that he died in garbage, that people thought he was
garbage and that I thought so too, for a long time. It was that I thought our distance was a phase
that would get better. It was that he was fighting to be sober and in the end, it still didn’t matter.
It was that I hoped he knew he was loved, despite it all. It was that I didn’t feel like I knew how
to love my father until he was gone.
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Expiration: Fifty-Two

1. Surveillance footage: I watch the ghost of my father wander from his car to apartment in
confusion, over and over. His footsteps drag. His breath sounds heavy, rattled. Before he
passes the doorway one last time, he settles for a smoke underneath the porch lights. One
last drag. I pretend he can hear me say goodbye.
2. March was the month I was in love before it was the month my Dad died. De’Marco met
my South Carolina family. I’d finally said I love you. We had sex all over the hotel, ate
biscuit beignets with chocolate sauce from my favorite brunch place, and sat on the beach
until my skin blistered. The weather was warm and beautiful on that drive back and
because I was in love, I sang country music for two and a half hours. Craig Morgan’s
Almost Home. The song was a sign before I knew it was a sign: the song I would have
wanted at his funeral. Dad was home. I just didn’t know it yet.
3. His last voicemail, two weeks before he passed: “Hey baby girl. Just thought I’d talk to
you for a little bit. Uh, I love you. Give me a call...I’ll talk to you soon. Goodnight baby
doll.”
4. My cremains ring for my father’s ashes is light purple, like the wisterias and hydrangeas
he tended in his garden. Dark blue cremains are created from healthy adipose tissue.
Light purple and gray? Alcoholism, heart problems, and smoking.
5. Voicemail, April 17th, 2017, 9:05 PM: “Hey baby. Just calling you back. Hope I didn’t
upset you earlier tonight and um, damn. You know. Daddy’s what he is. So, I’m...fine.
So, don’t worry about me, girl. Love you, bye.” Daddy is what he is.
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6. On my nightstand: a dolphin statue wearing sunglasses and holding a sign: FUN IN THE
SUN. The dolphin and a beach ball float on an eternal wave. One of my father’s only
purchases while in rehab in Florida. The dolphin surfed that wave on his dashboard from
the Florida coast to his windowsill in his apartment at Blue Ridge. He collapsed and died
a few feet away, slumped on his left side, blood trailing from his mouth, and his head in a
pile of trash. The dolphin is always surfing on that nightstand.
7. His working man hands covered mine when he taught me to garden. Callused, rough,
with dirt under the fingernails in harsh black lines, unlike the lines he made on paper
when he taught me to draw palm trees. The same faint lines were in his AA notebook,
with black and blue and multicolored geometric doodles. I forget that he had the hands of
an artist, too.
8. “He can be with Sophie now,” Everett says. Picture a burly man with a big Toyota
Silverado and a white, fluffy, bow-wearing Bichon Frise in the passenger seat or tucked
underneath his arm. When he drank, after she passed, his voice would break: Man, I
loved that dog so much. My Sophie. My Sophia. I feel like he missed that damn dog more
than anyone else.
9. When I imagine hugging my father, he is wearing his “yard clothes”: a white Hanes tshirt, Levi jeans with grass stains, and worn in Timberland boots. He would smell of
sweat, earth, and smoke and his hug would dampen my own clothes.
10. In 2019, I sent him a picture of my graduation invitation, a close up of me smiling in my
cap and gown. My only intention was to hurt him. It was to say: see how well I am doing
without you.
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11. Urns are fucking ugly. It was bizarre and none of them fit what I thought he would want.
The urn I did choose is from Etsy, a beautiful dark blue ceramic one that reminds me of
the ocean, mixed with a tan stain that is like the shoreline. This would be the urn he
wanted, artistic and handmade. He belongs to the sea.
12. My Uncle Paul tells me that tough love is the Duffey way. Tough love is shit.
13. November 4, 2019, 10:18 PM: Baby girl, I know I did wrong, but I did a lot of things
right.
14. “Your relationship to your father was unnatural,” my best friend says between sips of
wine. Her elbow is propped on the back of the couch, chin resting against her hand. I
stare, repeating unnatural, unnatural, unnatural.
15. His eyelashes would flutter against my cheeks, and I would do the same to his. Butterfly
kisses, he would say well into my adult years, like the book he read to me as a child. It’s
how I would have said goodbye.
16. His daredevil laugh made us feel invincible. We were terrified to parasail, leap off the
back of the boat and float into the air. We’d agreed to do it only if we were not dipped in
the water (because sharks) and if we didn’t go too high (because heights were scary)--we
did both and loved it.
17. His voice in my head: Gimme a dayum minute. Damn was my favorite word he ever said,
because it was never finished on time. Slow, unrushed.
18. The last time we danced together was when I was in the fourth grade, a Daddy Daughter
dance. I cried at a wedding recently, a year after his death, because I forgot that father
daughter dances existed and that sometimes the daughter is in a wedding dress and the
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father is in a suit and there is a special song. He wanted My Little Girl by Tim McGraw.
He would’ve sung it into my ear.
19. The same clothes he wore ten years ago were damp, mildew smelling, in a black suitcase
and scattered all over the floor. Rows of Marlboro cigarette packs instead were neatly put
away in the dresser drawers.
20. Anthony would be my biological grandfather’s name, but he is only the man that
abandoned my father to me, who made his son’s initials B.A.D. and who treated my
father and his mother like shit. There was a point that Anthony came back for Brian, my
father, but he refused to leave his brothers. He had to protect them from their new father
now.
21. Funeral processions make me feel bitter.
22. His good days were his sober days. On the sunniest and warmest weekend mornings, I’d
awake to country music and the smell of bacon. I’d travel down the hallway still in my
pajamas and peek around the corner. He would be cleaning the kitchen, and all the
curtains would be open to let the sun in. I prayed that this would be the time the light
stayed.
23. Rough, smooth, rough, smooth. He placed my hands against the scruff of his facial hair:
rough. Then the clean shaven skin: smooth. I could feel the difference. But the skin was
always warm and red underneath.
24. Sand Dollars tilt left and right as if flying through water instead of sinking. I know this
because our father would float us out to the sandbar, and we’d collect them. He
would “lose” them to finish off his beers perched on the float. Everett and I watched
through our goggles, tugged on his feet below the surface.
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25. In his AA notebook, there are geometric doodles surrounding notes he’d taken: I can’t
move forward until I forgive myself.
26. I turned the $49 dollars from the possessions bag into a flowerpot, pink hibiscus plant,
soil, and a marker that says, “In Memory of Brian Duffey.” I say $49 because one of the
dollar bills had his bloody thumbprint on it. I threw it away. The plant sits in my bedroom
pink and orange blooms greet me in the mornings. It reminds me of the pictures of
flowers he would send me with captions like this one from August 2017: Hope you have
a peachy day. I love you baby girl. The picture is a pink hibiscus.
27. Depression made his body and the brown leather couch mold together for days a time.
His UPS uniforms and yard clothes were replaced with a toboggan (he said “boggan”),
sweatshirt, and jeans that began to sag. His only meal was Crown Royal liquor, and our
only meals came from stealing his wallet while he was asleep.
28. The violence and anger between my brother and father finally erupted in 2016 due to
alcohol and Everett telling him to get a job. He wrapped his hands around my brother’s
neck and Everett fought back, dislocating my father’s jaw. Everett hit him three different
times: for me, my mother, and himself. Years later in an AA notebook, Dad in his
scribbled cursive writes: I can’t be of help to my son until I help myself.
29. March 26th, 2017, 7:17 PM: Guess what I’m drinking now? Coffee! Can you believe that
shit? I stare at the black coffee maker on the dresser of his apartment, because there is no
kitchen. I put Dunkin’ Donut coffee cups into trash bags. His bank statements, that I have
collected in a spare ratty South State Bank folder of his, has an iced coffee charge for
$3.69 every day. It is too late that daughter is like father and father like daughter.
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30. There was the old blue Corolla of a stranger, chipped paint on the hood, with an
unopened twenty four pack of Coors Light in the backseat. It was littered with trash and
smelling of cigarette smoke. What I wanted: the familiar Chevy Silverado of my
childhood. I wanted to sit in the truck I remembered, my living father’s Silverado, and
place my fingers around the wheel like he would’ve. I wanted to use the handlebar to
climb in, hear the heaviness of the car door slam, feel the seats vibrate when the engine
revved, have my thighs stick to the burning hot leather on this summer day. I wanted to
look out the window and know when I turned around that he would be there, in his Costa
sunglasses with a sweet tea in the cup holder.
31. I have a flash piece published called “Grow-a-Father” and I forget until seeing it a year
later that the last line is “expiration date: unknown”. Fifty two was the number I
should've been afraid of.
32.
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33. I open my bedroom door. My letter board has fallen. The alphabet is on the floor. Those
same letters are rearranged in a Facebook message request to say: Are you Brian Duffey’s
daughter?
34. June 18th, 2017, 11:28 AM: Doing well, got a free day today, think we are going to the
beach for a bit. Gotta work on my tan. He is happier here, still at a rehab in Florida.
35. When I retrieve my father’s belongings from my stepmother, she says with a smile: “He
just couldn’t get off that bottle, could he?” and you think about how she said years earlier
to him I will not change my lifestyle for you, and how his lifestyle became Crown Royal
after that.
36. His ashes did not carry through the wind and into the ocean below the Panama City
Beach Pier, but drifted and clung back to me: face, mouth, tank top, chest, and shoulders.
I told myself that this was his way of saying he wasn’t ready to let go either. A seagull
cawed beside me, and I stood there until it soared away, because it felt right.
37. When I look out of my car mirror, I think of him doing the same: Silverado, arm propped
against the window, other hand letting the wheel glide through his fingers. He would be
wearing sunglasses. It would be sunny, so he wouldn’t be in a rush to get anywhere at all.
Other times I think about how he forced me to drive him to the liquor store or after we
went to dinner, when he’d had too many Seagram 7’s or how the McDonald’s cup in the
car began to smell like liquor, and how his face was red, red, red.
38. June 29th, 2019, 3:05 AM: I have opinions as well , if we don’t talk them out. We will
never understand! I am troubled daily by my thoughts but I question that,? Where did I
go wrong I miss my baby girl
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June 29th, 2019, 8:54 AM: Hope your day goes well. I know that I or you lastnite to go
that way. Love you baby girl. I do not send him a message until August 27th, 2019.
39. My father taught me to love being outside, always stop when you smell honeysuckles,
walk barefoot through clean cut grass, watch the rain on the porch, and always take care
of your plants.
40. His sweet chili recipe is lost. Sissy, pay attention, girl.
41. He was sober the night he died. The damage had already been done.
42. Everett, many times over the prison phone told me before our father died to forgive him.
You’re younger, you don’t remember all of the things he’s done, I’d argue. My heart was
not ready yet. There would be time to forgive.
43. When I went to my Dad’s bank to close his accounts, I didn’t expect for anything to be in
my name or for there to be anything to take. He’d put aside money for both his kids. He’d
cared. The bank teller, with teary eyes said: “Your father was so young.”
44. Our father took us stargazing and then bundled us in the blanket like a sack onto his back
to go inside when mom complained it was a school night. Sometimes he was a Dad and
sometimes he wasn’t. But I always thought about him when I looked at the stars.
45. Your daddy passed away last night. I am so sorry this is so sudden but a coroner will be
calling you in a few minutes. All I can think about is the alphabet, and the song, and how
he loved the beach, and messages. All the messages I felt the universe was trying to send
to me, that were too difficult to unscramble.
46. Everyone says, who knew him in the end: Your daddy loved you so much. He was so
proud of you and couldn’t stop telling people he had a professor daughter, a writer
daughter.
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47. My brother grieves for our father in prison. I keep a black cross cremains necklace for
him. I keep everything that I think can give him answers even when I don’t have them.
48. His cursive was beautiful but mostly illegible. Sometimes he signed his name Brain
instead of Brian.
49. Was he scared? Did he know he was dying?
50. When I see UPS trucks, I look for him and forget I am far from his route.
51. My love for my father is like the ocean. Blue, full of deep depths and layers that I will
never find the bottom of but must accept in waves.
52. If there is a Heaven, my dad would take his sweet time getting to it. I imagine a long dirt
road on a summer and seventy-five day. He is barefoot, still wet from the creek. The dirt
clings to his feet, in between his toes, against the bottom of his pants, a white t-shirt and
jeans. It is a long road and there are pecan trees. Birds chirping. The grass and trees rustle
just enough to carry the scent of honeysuckles. No rush, pain, guilt, or addiction. He can
walk until its dark, butterflies replaced with lightning bugs and the sound of cicadas. Heat
lightning can crack across the sky, but the stars will still be clear, and at the end, would
be Granny Herren or Papa Joe waiting for him, telling him to come on in.
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How to Start a Fire

1. Tinder: A highly flammable material or preparation used for catching the spark from a
flint and steel struck together for fire or light. Any dry substance that readily takes fire
from a spark.

Glass shattering into the skin burns the longer the foreign object stays buried there,
throbbing and pulsing. Hot, hot, cold, hot, hot. There is no rhythm. Just like there didn’t seem to
be a correct calculation for how the car could’ve flipped that day, how many less cups of alcohol
mom could have drunk, how far her body had been thrown from the car, when the ambulance
was coming, how much blood I was losing, how long would I have if I had to say goodbye? I
could count the flips: nine. I can remember the year: 2008. I was ten and it was the day before
my fifth grade graduation ceremony. But I couldn’t count the vibrations that felt as if they were
seizing my whole body. Only my hand was hurt, but the burning made an indistinguishable trail
everywhere. The smell of blood and alcohol mixed together, singed my family for good. We
were upside down, like this car. It felt like a burn, an ache that never stopped, the never-ending
question of: can I control where I end up? Hot: no. Cold: yes.
***
The first time I cut myself, I was sixteen. It was with a kitchen knife during my senior
year of high school, but I underestimated how hard it was to do so. It was sloppy and stupid,
done on a whim. Three different times I entered the kitchen and returned to the bathroom with
different knives, careful with my footsteps in the hallway, so I wouldn’t wake anyone in the
house. I held my arm out like I was receiving a shot, turning the knives in different directions to
find the best technique: to stab or slice the skin, how much pressure to apply, how to make the
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cut cleaner. The scar from the too dull knife was too faint to draw blood or even cut the flesh
without difficult resistance. The second was a big steak knife, with an obnoxiously sized large
blade and handle that was awkward to maneuver--the cut would gape, be less hideable. But the
last one was just what I was looking for, sharp and medium sized and with just enough resistance
to make the fight to feel the pain worth it. It felt like the right way to cut the skin, but my efforts
were cut short when there were sudden footsteps outside the door. My throat closed. It was too
late.
Everett opened the door, staring at me and the blood dripping onto the green linoleum
floor. A loud drip, drip, drip echoed against the aged yellow tile walls of the bathroom, the only
communication we had in those few seconds. He rushed with heavy, quick footsteps to get our
mother and all I saw was the flash of the blue in his eyes glazing over before he turned around. A
minute later, my wrists were cupped in my mothers’ hands, and she washed everything away
with a wet rag that stung my skin. Everett stood beside her in silence, looking over her shoulder.
Only the water from the sink gushed and dripped now but my blood and body felt louder,
reverberating the guilt and shame I felt looking at my younger brother.
This was different from the accident. Years had passed since we were upside down and I
told Everett yes, mommy is alive, I promise with the blood pooling from my arm and across the
rest of my body, not sure if what I was saying was true or not. That’s what he looked like again
on this night: the little boy in the accident, begging me to stay awake. It was enough for me to
know I would never do it again. Our unspoken agreement seemed to be never leave me. I had
forgotten. I am so sorry.
***
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I wanted the pain of my brother’s incarceration to wash away into the drain like the blood
and water. My fingers ran across the razor blade, and I told myself no, you promised. But one
day, I did. I was overwhelmed with how much life was changing for good and I wanted to see
the blood drip down my arm, trail down my legs, and disappear. I cut for the realization that a
seventeen year old boy would grow up in prison while I continued living my life on the outside-and his best friend, too. I cut for the boys that were too young, like so many others, to deserve
that sentencing. I cut for the lives they would never get the chance to live, for the new loss
settling and making a permanent, irreparable hole in my chest. I cut deeper for the little brother
of mine that would no longer be little, in all my memories, of us together. If he wasn’t here, and
possibly never coming home, I felt more justified in taking the razor to my skin. If his life was
being thrown away by the state of Georgia, then I could throw away mine at twenty.
In that year, I wrote an essay to tell my brother’s story. He could have something to hang
onto, the remembrance of a life and the hope that he could start a new one eventually. He could
still go to college or get that coaching job he wanted, finally visit New York around Christmas
time. I would make sure of it. I never realized that I was holding onto his life so tightly that I let
go of my own. In the same essay, I became a bad writer and a good liar. The razor was never
thrown away--until after I’d used it.
I wrote for my family because our world was disappearing. By making sure that Everett
didn’t become a ghost, was preserved in memory before years of incarceration molded him into a
new person, the Everett that I knew and not the grown man he would become, I became one
myself. Even now, I find dates and memories from pictures, the only record of a ghost girl I no
longer know. Her writing is different here. Angry. But people like it. Looking at her is an out of
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body experience and all I see is how lost she was: thick penciled eyebrows and dark eye makeup
and lipstick, long hair that hid her away just the way she liked it.
The cuts I made on my body were never deep enough to not heal in a few days, but the
need to punish myself for not being able to save him or the state of my family would stay, a
flame building on an upward slope. This fire could not be put out by water, even when I did
dump the razor blade into the trash can. I had learned to hide in plain sight.
I blank now when I am told, You don’t write about yourself, only yourself in relation to
others. It echoes in my head with the reminder, You have to give your own story the same respect
you give to your family’s. I don’t know how. This essay is the most difficult I’ve ever written. It
still burns.
***
2. Kindling: (1) the small pieces of wood that catch fire from the tinder to build the
foundation for the main firewood. (2) The phenomenon of increasingly severe withdrawal
symptoms, including an increased risk of seizures, that occurs as a result of repeated
withdrawal from alcohol or other sedative–hypnotics with related modes of action.

I was slowly killing myself. There was no escape plan because I tried every day in new
ways: drinking, weed, unsafe sex, binge eating or starvation, making myself suffer in every way
I possibly could. But the night I returned home to visit my family in Lagrange, it became more
purposeful.
It was a late 21st birthday celebration in 2019, and I sat with my mother and grandmother
at a Mexican restaurant where we all ate and drank margaritas. It was the first time we’d all seen
each other in a long time since Everett’s arrest and they were not in good shape, not all there.
With a few sips of the margarita, Gran eyelids fluttered shut and my mother followed suit,
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drooping her head forward. I couldn’t begin to untangle why they might have fallen asleep, other
than the drinking and being in a perpetual state of sickness in some way.
I was so, so alone. The waiter stared across the room as I avoided eye contact, burning a
hole with my gaze into the yellow sticky tabletop and sipping my drink. This was the way life
would be without my brother here. This family would never recover. My family no longer saw
me. I began to accept my place as a stranger, passerby. There was not a place for me to play an
active role. I was the caretaker, the good big sister, the nice daughter, and nothing else. Whatever
depth I had, feelings I kept invisible to them, were not worth burdening them with. I was the
writer, the storyteller, but had no part in my own story.
My escapade didn’t end there either. I drove with a jumbo margarita in my system to my
friend Cailla’s own 21st birthday, with a handmade sign I made her of a taco, listing twenty one
activities she had to do for the occasion. My best friend would make me feel better. I could wash
the dinner away and celebrate her instead. But this isn’t what happened. There were whispers
about Everett, about me, and my family. Her brother’s mugshot was just in the paper. He’s just
like his father. Their house is being sold. I couldn’t stand the eyes on me, not even Cailla’s and
she took the sign, hid it away behind her presents. She and her friends asked if I had any alcohol
with me and when I said yes, we took shots behind my opened car trunk. It all ended with me
backing into someone’s car and a crowd of people watching me as I left anyway. Have you had
too much to drink? I was asked. No, I said.
***
That same night, I texted a boy from high school because I wanted to fuck him and
because he had plenty of drugs to share. I would do anything to avoid the new home that would
never be home. We had bonded after Ev’s incarceration because his brother had gone to prison
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and had served time also, and it seemed to check the box of some sort of understanding between
us both. More than anything, I wanted to feel nothing, lose myself even more than I already had,
despite never doing anything but drinking and smoking weed. I could drift away like smoke into
a high, have my eyes gloss over like I’d seen so many times in my brother. Maybe I could
understand him then. I was resolved in willingly fucking up my life for good. If I was going to
inevitably end up like this, then why even fight it anymore? If Everett could not make it out, then
how would I? It felt like I had already left him behind. There was nothing left. I could join in on
this rite of passage.
The problem was that I was drunk driving, like my mother had, and the same hand that
had scarred from that accident, was now wrapped around the wheel. You’re just like your mama,
everyone said about our smiles, eyes, hair, our big brains and tempers. It should have been a
reminder of what I shouldn’t be doing, what had happened to my mother’s big brain when her
skull hit the pavement after the accident, except I didn’t have a rupturing aneurysm and seizure
disorder to blame. But it was only what I should do: Get fucked up. Fuck up. Stop fighting. The
boy texted me his address and I couldn’t find it, a reminder I had been away from Lagrange for
so long that the roads were not as familiar to me, especially now with tequila in my system. He
eventually called to tell me don’t fucking worry about it, if you don’t wanna come. I started
screaming and crying in frustration, even more alone. I drove past my high school, paused at my
first boyfriend's house and wondered what he would do if I knocked on his door after five years
of not saying anything at all, tears on my cheeks and alcohol on my breath. I went to my Dad’s
last address, knowing he was long gone in Georgia, but still hoping that it was a lie, and the
lights would come on and he would walk outside to say, Hey Sissy, it’s alright girl. I saw the
memorial Callaway High School made for a student who had gotten into a car accident and still
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kept going. I never saw a cop and kept going. I was going over the speed limit and kept going. I
was crossing the line and kept going. I kept going towards where? Home. Where home used to
be.
I was saying goodbye to the places I grew up as a woman I no longer knew. In an essay
during this time, I wrote to my brother: “We like pain, destroying ourselves and everything
around us. We are hurricanes of emotion that leave high and dry when there’s not enough
madness.” I think about this, as I fed into that chaos that felt inevitable. I kept trying to go back
to the girl who lived on Boyd Road: what are you doing to yourself? The girl who had a high
school sweetheart: did you find out what love is? To the girl on the swim team: when did you
stop listening to your body? The girl who wore work uniforms that smelled like buttered popcorn
Friday and Saturday nights: when did you stop finding joy? I wanted to walk into the home my
father once lived in and say, Hey Dad, we need to talk on the brown leather couch. I wanted to
go back to the girl before the liquor and pill bottles, or maybe even when they were still there,
but at least less frequent. I wanted so badly to be driving home to my home, my home, and crawl
into bed in the purple room I grew up in, underneath the purple bedspread and wake up in the
morning and remember where and who I was. Everett wouldn’t have a mugshot yet. Mom and
Gran wouldn’t be so out of their heads confused. I wouldn’t be alone or the human I was so
ashamed of being.
***
It was past midnight when I sat in the driveway of my grandparents’ old place, avoiding
the new one where I knew my mom and grandmother would be sleeping on the couches, just like
they would have done here. They rarely slept in bedrooms or had one to call their own, now it
was just a habit. Just like in the restaurant, I could pass by without even being heard.
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There was a dumpster full of our belongings in the front yard but everything else looked
untouched. No cars in the driveway, well-kept lawn, same shattered dining room window and
creaky front door. But I couldn’t stop looking at the dumpster that was too tall to look inside.
On my tiptoes, I could see splintered and broken wood. I wondered what piece of furniture it
belonged to--but I wasn’t sure I wanted to see this at all. I imagined it included baby pictures,
yearbooks, VHS tapes, all my brother’s clothes, my prom dresses and mother’s wedding dress
from her marriage to my father, old books, both Everett and Papa’s belongings. My family’s life
was quite literally reduced to trash and so was I, and that’s what they called us. What good was
putting this house up as collateral, if the first lawyer died, and the second lost the case? The
foundation of this fifty three year old house had finally crumbled, and it felt like the universe
wanted me erased just as much as I wanted it.
The only thing that saved me that night was my brother. The possibility of Everett
hearing, your sister killed herself stopped me. I remember thinking: Fuck you. God dammit. I
almost did it. I was almost there. But his face ran across my mind over and over, like during the
car accident or the night he found me and my bloodied arm in the bathroom. He is the person that
I could never hurt or leave behind. He would’ve been in his prison cell, alone with that news. I
could never leave him more alone than he already was, especially now that I know that our father
would pass away years later and he would receive the news by phone call only. I chanted a line
from an essay in my head because it had to be enough to hang onto: your one and only big sister
fuckup loves you, your one and only big sister fuckup loves you.
I walked into the carport, resolved now to take something with me. A heaping pile of
what I can only describe as the house’s debris was in the center of the carport: wood, dirt, bricks.
Near the bottom of the pile were small white wood chips, probably from the porch. That’s what I
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was holding, at midnight, when Caitlyn came to wrap her arms around me and lifted me up from
the pavement. It was not the goodbye to the house I wanted. The wood piece stayed cradled in
my hands, as if it was fragile enough to disappear through my fingers like dust as I sat in the
backseat, looking at Papa and Gran’s house for the last time.
Even my avoidance of Lagrange was a lie. It did not come from my anxiety from the loss
of so many places and people and memories, but because I lost myself in the one place I wished
to be found. I never made it to Papa’s grave down the street to say goodbye. I think it’s because I
knew he would have been ashamed of me, and I would be ashamed of myself to stand in front of
it. Even now, I avoid the city that buried so many ghosts, almost me, as it sits atop all that pain as
a new place of boba teas, wineries, and breweries.
***
I was twenty one when I slept next to my rapist, watching the sunrise through the blinds
as he breathed beside me against the back of my neck. The world around me had already
crumbled and I was in a nurse’s bed underneath his navy sheets, betrayed by my own assumption
that nurses were supposed to take care of others and not hurt them. But he had, by making
consensual sex into something it wasn’t meant to be. I said stop, he kept going. I said it hurt, he
pushed my back into the mattress so hard that his palm felt embedded in my skin, to the bones of
my spine and shoulders and tailbone as his hands moved, and when he laid his body over mine, I
thought I would disappear into the foam. And I wanted to. He drove me back to my friend’s
house afterwards and when they asked how my night was, I said “good”, then packed my bags.
This would be a secret. I could hide this away, too.
No one needed to know what had happened. It didn't matter that he texted me after to say,
I had fun last night. It didn’t matter that I visited the women’s center on my college campus once
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when I got back and never really thought much about it again, except that when I see bald men, I
tell myself that they’re Bruce Willis. It feels less threatening that way. It didn’t matter that I
fucked someone else that same week too, trying to remember what my body was supposed to
feel like. It didn’t matter that I had trouble making eye contact during sex, or that I hate the feel
of someone’s tongue in my mouth. But I had already been gone a long time before someone
raped me.
***
I have my mother’s venom on my tongue: evil bitch I shouted at one of my best friends. I
have my father’s fists: I hit this same best friend in the face when she tried to get me into our
Uber from Bourbon street to our Airbnb. I would say more about this incident, except that I can’t
remember because I was blacked out from drinking during my college graduation trip. On our
flight back to Atlanta from New Orleans, she tells me, you’re a mess with her head on my
shoulder. My stomach and chest bubble into a heaping mess of confusion and anger and shame.
The most frequent conversation I had with people when drinking around this time, mostly while
crying, was about how much I missed my brother and how he’d been taken from me. Did he die?
they’d ask. No, I would say. I imagined leaving my pain and anger in New Orleans after that
graduation trip, with the hope that my first year in an MFA program was the fresh start I needed.
I would not set any more fires.
***
3. Fuel: (1) to burn more intensely. (2) Food, drink, or drugs as a source of energy.
At twenty-one, I almost went into the family business of dealing my first pill bottle. I
stared at the Oxycodone in my hand. This could be good money and I knew it. Its contents rattled
inside as I read the label again and again, rotating the bottle like it could speak. It did, in a way: I
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thought of my mother and grandmother, who sold their own medications to make a living, who
helped me pay for college by doing this. Besides, I didn’t plan to finish it myself after my
surgery, since I was terrified of taking any pain medication for fear of becoming addicted like
multiple family members. Yet, I had no problem with messaging a few friends to see if they
would buy them, a couple even replied. Message opened, my stomach twisted at the hypocrisy
and my hesitating thumbs over the keyboard. I finally understood the desperation my own family
had of not wanting to hurt others, to supply their addictions, but that sometimes it didn’t feel like
there was a choice. The bottle stayed in my bedside drawer--for financial safety, I tell myself. I
never sold it.
***
I fell in love with a drug dealer at twenty two. He wasn’t one when we met. It was a
whirlwind of a six month relationship that swept me so far off my feet I almost didn’t recover. It
went from our first date eating grilled cheese and soup, his hand on mine with his Freddy
Krueger ring, to laughs and dancing, to being slow and hot with a man who healed my sexual
assault fear of eye contact during sex, who taught me love could be rhythmic. Slow: the way he
liked it when we had sex and he told me, look at me, look at me as I moved my hips on top of
his. Fast: like his new job dealing for his uncle, entering an apartment on the weekends and being
allowed in from a Ring Doorbell, watching the man I loved sell and buy guns, the way he
jumped off the balcony and into my car to eventually escape. The in-between: the unsettled knot
in my stomach knowing he smuggled drugs through the Atlanta airport and his uncle’s moods
towards him were mercurial at best, that he could be hurt, arrested, or die. We stayed in that
rhythm even after my dad passed in March 2020, when I couldn’t stand to be alone.
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One day after I was allowed in, there was a man at the kitchen counter mixing two
different powders. I knew that one was cocaine but until he moved his shoulder slightly, I didn’t
realize that the other substance was MiraLAX, the purple and white bottle sitting to the side. This
man was a stranger to me and must have been someone new my boyfriend’s uncle found to take
in. He looked like he was my brother’s age. “What are you and your boyfriend up to this
weekend?” he asked, while moving his hands across the counter. Before I could answer, I was
greeted with a kiss by the same boyfriend I’d met six months ago, the only lasting resemblance
being the ring on his finger that I loved to watch on steering wheels in the sunlight, feel as he
caressed my cheek or the rest of my body.
I remember his birthday party, sitting next to a girl who had started dealing, who told me
her car had been jacked at gunpoint the week before. Her breath smelled like vodka, and I
continued sipping my wine, watching my boyfriend from across the room smoke weed with his
cousins. I noticed that I was the only person who didn’t have a gun. I ignored it and made good
cornbread, because his uncle asked me to. You got you a good southern girl, he said while
chuckling and drinking his beer. It was just Jiffy, but I would never tell him that.
I told my then boyfriend’s uncle about my brother and how in Georgia, someone can be
tried at seventeen. He shook his head and sighed, “No one deserves time like that. That’s a damn
shame.” It was the only crack I ever saw in his demeanor and the only time we ever got along.
He told me that he served ten years for dealing and when he got out, he discovered he had
cancer. The rest of the time, I blamed him for the failure that had become my boyfriend and I’s
relationship, how it went from the happiest I’d ever been with someone, to being in love with
someone I no longer knew. We were holding onto a relationship that was just as unstable as my
grief, his fear of getting caught, and the false idea that we can get through anything.
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He lost sight. He cheated. I miss it. Not just him, but the apartment and these strangers,
who had all their ugly out in the open. I prefer it that way. They felt like family, but that’s what I
was trying to get away from, wasn’t it--that lifestyle, the same one that basically put me through
college? I thought, compared to this, what the fuck did Everett even do? A few months later, the
uncle died from his cancer.
The irony of Everett being in prison, of my father dying of his own addiction, made me
feel as if I was right where I needed to be. Even when I was far away from Lagrange, I was stuck
around drugs--and worse. This was nothing like the prescription drugs my own family dabbled
with selling. My mother says that our family is snake-bitten. Maybe we are.
I hate that it still feels safer, more normal, than sitting around a conference table with
MFA students in a workshop class full of people that I will never fit in with because the
Lagrange in me says, what makes you so special, to feel like you are worthy enough of making a
career out of an art? I will always belong to the women who married young and whose backs
hurt from propping babies on their hips, to the working hands covered in dirt or oil, to the bodies
ravaged with drugs and bruises, to DFCS and food stamps. I think of Joey, a good friend who
took his life on April 26th, 2021, how angry I was that even distance from our hometown didn’t
mean that the fight was over. There is a reason that Lagrange is nicknamed Trap County.
People cannot be home. Some fires blaze, refuse to be extinguished, for life.
***
Three years later, I am driving to the grocery store when the realization of what I was
trying to do that night in Lagrange swells in my body, like the music that triggered it. The radio
is on, and the beat of the music is familiar to me, but I can’t recall the name of the song. I listen
more closely. “This Feeling” by The Chainsmokers. I don’t even particularly like it but
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remember then: that night, turning the music volume full blast and screaming to the top of my
lungs on the road to my grandparents’ house, rolling through stop sign after stop sign.
Goosebumps rise on my skin for the girl that banged her fists so hard against the steering wheel,
so angry she thought the world could shake, or that she could break the steering wheel from the
car. Her hand throbbed and ached as she turned the wheel into the driveway, headlights
illuminating home. My throat tightens. It is less than a year until my brother is released. I am
almost graduating from an MFA program. My entire family has moved far away from Lagrange.
I am happy, for the first time in a long time, as I wrap my scarred hand around the same wheel
with the fuzzy cover that I could have used to end it all.
There will always be a fire, but we choose the ones we feed. I don’t know when things
got better, an exact pinpoint moment, but the smoke began to lift slowly. The way I cried when I
first held my dog Lanie in my arms, how she nestles into the crook every night and I don’t move,
even when it hurts. The burn in my chest when I’m running because I promised the day I cleaned
my Dad’s apartment after he passed, when I was putting bloody tissues into trash bags, that I
would live a healthy life, heal myself inside and out. Sitting on the balcony in Florida, during my
first solo trip and feasting on brunch food, a whole pot of coffee and biscuit beignets and
pancakes and bacon, with Lanie sunbathing with her eyes closed and the sound of the waves
crashing. The picture I kept long after my breakup, a hand being led by me in a red dress through
a winery, with my face smiling and turned towards the camera as if to say you can let go now.
Mornings in my favorite chair, knees bent underneath me, near an open window with good
coffee. Choosing window seats on flights to remind myself the world keeps turning. Making
every place feel like home, with open curtains and candles and plenty of blankets. My brother’s
laugh and that I can still hear it.
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Benjamin

Two boys walked in with no response to the staff that called out Welcome to Waffle
House! They approached laughing, smirking in their highness. “Ya’ll are having fun, ain’t yall?”
a patron asked, who had been watching with pursed lips as the boys entered. The man continued
to stare at Everett and Zay while bacon sizzled, dishes clattered. They stood in front of the
register together.
“Yes, sir,” Everett said with a small laugh to fill the silence and handed the waitress
money for his meal. It was a good night, the evening of the Sadie Hawkins dance. Neither Zay
nor Everett had chosen to attend but had agreed to meet here afterwards. They didn’t give a shit
about a dance under the gymnasium lights, where they only would have stood in the corner. It
was a good night. He didn’t give a fuck what the stranger had to say.
They slid into the cold seats of a booth on both sides and waited for their friends to
arrive. He was starving and had some extra cash. Because it was a special night, he decided to
splurge on his meal. His belly was ready to devour two waffles, bacon, eggs, toast, and a biscuit.
They both tried to look less high than they felt, but all they thought about was how damn good
the food would be.
Minutes ago, they had stolen back weed from two friends and ran off. It hadn’t crossed
either of their minds that it could have ended badly, because now they were here, waiting on
food with lots of molly in their systems. This kind of shit happened every weekend–the same
kids had stolen from them the week before. All they did was take back what was theirs. They
sipped their water, scrolled on their phones and liked their peers' pictures from the dance while
the cold AC blasted too high against their backs.
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Outside, a police car pulled under the neon yellow WAFFLE HOUSE sign and a door
slammed. An officer approached. The entrance bell rang in warning.
“Mr. Duffey and Mr. Weathers, will you step outside for us?”
He now noticed the blue lights illuminating through the restaurant windows. Zay tensed
across the table from him, but he didn’t run. Neither of them did. The patrons watched, forgetting
hot cups of coffee.
Two best friends exited the Waffle House at seventeen years old and without a goodbye
to their graduating classmates again. A meal remained hot on the counter: waffles without syrup,
eggs that grew cold and dry, a butterless biscuit and jellyless toast, bacon drowned in grease.
***
That’s how I imagined that day in 2017 went after my brother said he wished to eat at
Waffle House when I’d asked a few days before his prison release. It was a story I’d never been
told. I expected steak, an extravagant seafood dinner, multiple desserts. I was ready to make a
reservation and research waterfront restaurants or prepare a meal of multiple courses, with his
favorite chocolate cake, a layer for every birthday that has passed.
But all he had said was, “Waffle House. I never got to finish my meal.”
He told me he’d forgotten things, like how to order at a restaurant. He admitted that he
and other workers at the Augusta Transitional Facility that worked for Heartwood Products had
entered a restaurant on break one day, crowded at the front while customers looked, and the
shuffling of silverware and sizzling grease stood between them. “We didn’t eat that first day,” he
said, “but we remembered how to the next day we went.”
***
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I thought that picking him up after five years would be a day of excitement, but I sat in
bed all night and watched the clock. 1 AM, 2 AM, 3 AM. Would it be today that the suitcase I
packed a week ago, sitting at the ready in the corner of my bedroom, was placed into my car?
What would I wear? Would I get him coffee?
As I packed, I eyed the box of our father’s belongings. Would he even want to see the
pictures of us as children, holding Daddy’s hand or his old school portraits?
There were angry tears and happy tears and sad tears. I couldn’t tell the difference
between them all. It felt like the day he got sentenced, a huge timeline in front of us into the
unknown that I didn’t feel I could trust. I feared I would show up for his release, heart full and
ready, to be told once again that he wasn’t coming home.
The day before his release felt much different, like Christmas morning. I wanted to get
him a wallet, a nice gift to mark welcoming him home, but I was worried that I would upset this
delicate balance of the world and he would go back. It would not feel real again until I knew
what it was like to wake up and see him eating breakfast at the kitchen table.
***
It was on February 2nd, 2022 that I watched the door with anticipation. My fingers rested
tight around my car door handle. My brother would exit out of the transitional facility at
approximately 9 AM, thirty minutes later than expected. My heart swelled; my underarms sweat.
My dog cried in my car, propping her paws against the steering wheel, sensing a change in the
making.
Three hours prior, I woke up and drank two cups of coffee before my drive to Augusta. It
still felt like a normal morning. When was it going to hit me? Not on the hour and a half drive.
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Not even when the sunrise was perfectly in front of me and bathed the road and trees in light.
Not even in the last five minutes before I pulled into the parking lot.
I didn’t look at my phone. I didn’t play music. I waited for thirty minutes, eyes glued to
the double doors, heart jumping when everyone, but my brother exited. Give him back, give him
back, give him back.
I told myself, I will walk slowly. I will not run.
When his tall form exited the double doors, I lost all promises to myself. A portal had
opened. The world had given him back. I did run. I said Evvie in a squealing voice, stomping up
the pavement in my boots and throwing my arms around him. He felt like a giant and smiled big.
I expected to cry but no tears escaped, only something peaceful moved within me, stretching and
expanding. I breathed deep. You can rest now, it said, he is back.
“Let’s get the fuck outta here,” he said as I cranked the car.
Home and a new chapter of his life was 123 miles, 2 hours and 18 minutes away.
In those hours, we stopped at a bank where he received money from working a job from
the center, so much money that he needed multiple envelopes–the largest sum of cash he’d ever
held in his hands. His interactions were nervous and slow with the bank teller, but he vibrated
with excitement, as his eyes scanned everything like he was seeing it all for the first time. I am
the same, stunned that he was walking beside me in the outside world. Multiple times, I felt the
need to give him a slap on the back to make sure he was real. I think it reminded him, too.
He tipped and ate well because he said, “I promised myself I would bless others when I
made it to the outside.” His first meal on the outside again: two Chick-Fil-A biscuits that
were so good his eyes watered. He dragged out photo albums and grinned at baby pictures, old
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school portraits, and asked Who is that? Whose baby is that again? That’s Daddy? between
bouts of eating and watching the trees through the windows as they zoomed behind us.
On both sides, we crossed a bridge over the water that marked our arrival into Bluffton,
South Carolina. Time still ceased to exist on this drive. We were brother and sister holding hands
at all ages at once, circling and circling like ring-around-the-rosey. There was only the radio, the
sun, and my brother beside me.
***
My being was settled in knowing he was home, and that’s what it felt like before bed and
when I awoke the first morning after his release. I willed myself to sleep again as I found
comfort in hearing his deep voice from the living room. I forgot that I was not in our childhood
home, that this was not my purple room with my favorite comforter. For a moment, I pretended
that it was and pulled the blanket above my head.
***
To rebuild a life, it costs approximately $1500 dollars. This is what Everett and I
discovered as we shared our first shopping trip together in more than five years. At first, I was
nervous that he would be overwhelmed, and he was. “I don’t know how to fold this stuff
anymore,” he commented.
But we settled into our old ways, though I helped him search for larger sizes for grown
men, not teenage boys. I told him which pants were too big, that he needed a belt, and did not
need different shoes for every outfit. I surprised him with a new wallet that reminded me of the
brown leather one our father had since we were born, and cologne when he was in the dressing
room. As we shopped, he changed out of his white t-shirt and into a long sleeved pullover he
bought all by himself, spraying the cologne against the collar.
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The more clothes he bought, the more he looked like our father. The employees at
Tommy Hilfiger, his newly discovered favorite store, treated him like royalty as he lost himself
in sweaters and button-ups and racked up his total. I snapped pictures and videos of him just
because I could again: shopping at the outlets, mouth stuffed with Taco Bell, with my dog who
loved him more than she did me.
It would be crazy to say that retail therapy healed the last five years of his life, but when I
saw him grab a cart at Target and the way he said “You need anything? Tell me what you need, I
got you. I got you.” while he threw detergent, deodorant, a lifetime full of choices into a cart, I
believed that it was exactly what he needed.
***
After shopping, we sat at Taco Bell, and I felt as if we were both in high school again.
Three chicken quesadillas sat in a line across the table, and he deemed this the best meal he’s had
since he’d been out, even topping the fluffy and hot chicken biscuits on the day of his release.
“I heard you call yourself only Benjamin today, is that what you would like to be called
now?” I munched on my own quesadilla. Such a question unsettled me because he was only
ever Ev or Evvie.
“It’s just what I’m used to now,” he said between bites. I pictured officers calling him
Benjamin, Mr. Duffey, inmate, convict. The black cross cremains necklace for our father dangled
around his neck and against his chest. I stared at Benjamin as a grown man, ghosts of men before
him, the shadow of someone new.
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Photographs and Messages

Donna Duffey (mother) on her wedding day with Benny Johnson (father).

Mayhayley Lancaster, oracle of Coweta County.
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Donna (mother) on the day of her college graduation with parents Marie and Benny Johnson.

Brian (father) smoking in Panama City Beach, Florida.
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My christening with Donna and Brian (parents) and Benny and Marie (grandparents).

Christmas morning with Donna (mother).
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Brian (father) and I building a fire.

A note written by Everett Duffey shortly before his arrest.
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Postcard from Everett received from Troup County Jail.

Postcard from Everett received from Troup County Jail.
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Postcard from Everett received from Troup County Jail.

First Christmas visitation at Coastal State Prison after two years apart with Donna (mother) and
Marie (grandmother).
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Visit to Coastal State Prison.

Letter from Everett received from Coastal State Prison.
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Painting of house on Boyd Road.

Benny (Papa) and I in kitchen at Johnson home.
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Picture taken after Everett’s release (2022) in Hilton Head, South Carolina with Donna
(mother).
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